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ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT 

The representation of architecture enables the easy dissemination of the 
built form to a wide audience.  As a consequence, however, the public 
have become disengaged with the architecture of reality, and architects 
are perceived as being relevant to only the small portion of modern society 
that can afford their services.  Through an architectural proposition that 
is driven by the theories of phenomenology and multisensory design, this 
project aims to reaffirm the relevance of architecture to the wider public.

Phenomenology is a philosophy centred around first-person, sensory 
experience.  The philosopher, Martin Heidegger, first correlated 
phenomenology with architecture in the middle of the 20th century, 
advocating that the built environment is understood physically, through 
sensory interaction.  In The Eyes of the Skin, Juhani Pallasmaa argues that 
this aspect is being neglected in architecture of the 21st century due to 
the dominance prescribed to the visual sense.  Pallasmaa argues that the 
design and making of buildings must consider all of the senses, as humans 
rely on this significant exchange between body and environment to 
understand the world and their place in it.   

This research project develops a design methodology based on sensory 
perception and the theory of phenomenology that enables qualitative, 
atmospheric conditions to be specifically designed for.  Through 
engagement of all of the senses and by generating an atmosphere or 
mood that affects the emotions, architectural space can communicate an 
underlying meaning that speaks to the perception.  In doing so, the design 
outcome emphasises architecture as a physical construct that requires 
human participation, as opposed to an aesthetic object.     

The redesign of the Kauri Museum, located in the small town of Matakohe 
in Northland, New Zealand, provides the site and program for this 
investigation.  By incorporating the developed methodology, the design 
outcome conveys a deeper meaning through its architectural space that 
supports the overall kōrero of the building – the ongoing story of the kauri 
tree.
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1.1 BACKGROUND + PROJECT OUTLINE

The architecture of reality has been replaced by its flattened two-
dimensional representation, available at the click of a button to anyone 
with access to a screen.  Printed and digital media, television shows, even 
architecture awards from within the industry, all condense architecture 
into a shiny image, to be absorbed visually for a brief period and then 
forgotten.  The building is wrapped up into a pretty package and delivered 
straight to the public in this two-dimensional form.  

This is typically viewed as advantageous to the architectural industry as 
it enables wider dissemination of work and broader engagement by the 
public.  However the true nature of architecture is the built form - that 
is, the project as it exists in reality - and this aspect is being neglected.  
Architecture has become an aesthetic object, a media item stripped of 
its three-dimensional realness and emotive connection.  People cannot 
be truly engaged with architecture unless it is actively experienced and 
perceived in the real world.  When viewed only from the photographer’s 
carefully constructed distance, it is at risk of being passed by in reality 
without a second thought. 

The implication of this on the architectural profession is that the public no 
longer perceive architecture as the vital necessity that shapes and enriches 
the physical world.  Instead, the built form is objectified and considered 
only as a status-symbol or commodity which remains inaccessible to many.  
Architecture forms the backdrop to life.  It has the potential to affect the 
mind and emotions, engage the spirit, improve the quality of living and 
sense of being alive.  This aspect should be emphasised through design so 
that architecture might speak to everyone.   

Phenomenology recognises the need for the experiential aspect to be 
a priority in design.  The 20th-century philosopher, Martin Heidegger, 
identified architecture as a means of connecting people with the world 
through experience and emotions - termed ‘dwelling.’1  Multisensory 

1  Adam Sharr, Heidegger	for	Architects, Thinkers for Architects series (London and 
New York: Routledge, 2007), 46.
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design enables architecture to be understood by everyone.  Through 
engagement of the whole body the unique properties of the art form 
(being its ability to be occupied and experienced) and its presence in reality 
are emphasised.  The theories of phenomenology and multisensory design 
consider architecture as an experience of space that affects all of the 
senses and emotions.  In this way, the built form might leave a stronger, 
more meaningful impression on the general public. 

This project originated from a desire to incorporate the theories of 
sensory perception and phenomenology in order to generate meaningful 
architecture that connects with a general audience.  This was the main 
driver of the project, however the program and site selection were 
crucial to determining how the architecture would take shape.  Four key 
determinants were established to identify the ideal project.  The potential 
site and program needed to:

 ▪ Relate to nature (being the non-religious ‘spiritual’ equivalent of a 
church to many New Zealanders),

 ▪ Cater to the wider public and be openly accessible to everyone,

 ▪ Be receptive to an architectural proposition that evokes emotion, and  

 ▪ Benefit from the expression of a ‘story’ or underlying meaning 
through the built form. 

Whilst not a new proposition, the existing Kauri Museum, located in 
Matakohe, New Zealand, embodied all of the above criteria.  The story 
of kauri trees holds a significant place in Aotearoa’s environmental 
history.  The meaningful narrative is appropriate to embody in an 
architectural proposition and the museum could benefit from a purposeful 
reconsideration of its existing buildings.  It was therefore decided that 
the redesign of Matakohe’s Kauri Museum would be the subject of this 
exploration. 

10 11
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1.2 RESEARCH QUESTION

 How can phenomenological and multisensory-driven design  

 communicate meaning in order to highlight the relevance of architecture  

 to the wider public?  

1.5 SCOPE + LIMITATIONS

This project is an exploration of how a phenomenological and multisensory 
design method might be applied within the scope of a suitable program.  
The investigation into these theories and how they might affect the 
methodology is the main subject of this research.  

The Kauri Museum in Matakohe provides the framework for this 
exploration.  While the redesign of this museum was not the main design 
driver of this project, it was imperative that the museum and its history, 
the story of kauri, and the Otamatea/Matakohe area be investigated 
in detail.  These aspects provide the content that is essential to the 
theoretical approach.  

The Board of the existing Kauri Museum did not serve as a ‘client’ providing 
directive or input on design decisions.  It was necessary to consult with 
the museum to better understand the context and genius loci as it might 
be suitable to the design.  The museum staff were an invaluable source of 
additional insight into this aspect.  However, it was only to the extent of 
providing this contextual information about the existing building that the 
museum staff provided any input into the design outcome.  

This is not an investigation into the programmatic requirements of a 
museum.  While still appropriate and considered where possible, the 
subject of museum design was not researched in extensive detail.  
Precedence was given to the incorporation of a phenomenological and 
multisensory theory in order to generate an experiential, meaningful 
design outcome.

1.3 AIMS

The aim of this project is to design an architectural proposition that 
emphasises the value of architecture to the wider public, by highlighting 
architecture as a phenomenon that requires human participation, as 
opposed to its objectification.  This will be achieved by incorporating the 
theories of multisensory design and phenomenology in order to develop 
an architectural outcome that generates memorable experience.   

1.4 OBJECTIVES

1. Identify and analyse architectural precedents that successfully engage 
the body (through multisensory design) and emotions (through 
phenomenology).

2. Develop a methodology based on the theory of phenomenology 
that uses quantifiable architectural elements to generate qualitative, 
atmospheric conditions.

3. Generate a design proposal that communicates an underlying 
‘meaning’ through its architectural elements, being the story of kauri 
as told through the Kauri Museum, Matakohe. 

4. Develop architectural spaces that require sensory engagement by the 
whole body, beyond solely the visual sense.

5. Identify and incorporate the Te Aranga design principles into the 
design outcome.

6. Investigate how architectural ideas can be communicated to others 
effectively, particularly ideas about the intangible aspects of a 
building that are related to emotion.

12 13



1.6 STATE OF KNOWLEDGE IN THE FIELD

Peter Blundell Jones, Doina Petrescu, and Jeremy Till criticise the 
media portrayal of architecture as an image outside of reality.  ‘False 
participation’ encourages the public to be disconnected consumers, 
without acknowledging any real-world engagement.  Architecture is 
presented as a representation of a lifestyle, rather than as a tangible 
component to be experienced and lived in.2  Kester Rattenbury also 
criticises how architecture is portrayed in society (for example through 
journalism, photography or exhibitions), and the effect that this has on 
how architecture is composed, interpreted and valued.3  The imagined or 
constructed project is often used to define architecture over the physical 
reality, and this can affect the way that architecture is designed and 
analysed.4

The philosopher, Martin Heidegger, called for the design of buildings to 
reflect the qualities of living and experience.  He was the first to correlate 
the philosophy of phenomenology to the architectural field, theorising 
that buildings play a significant role in shaping people’s lives by enabling 
them to ‘dwell’ through the embodiment of ‘place.’5  Heideggerian theory 
emphasises the importance of sensory perception and the physical 
conversation that people have with the real world through experience.  

Christian Norberg-Schulz reaffirmed Heidegger’s phenomenological ideas 
in relation to place and dwelling in the fundamental text Genius Loci : 
Towards a Phenomenology of Architecture.  Norberg-Schulz asserts that 
architecture is deemed the method of realising genius loci or ‘spirit of 
place.’6  When genius loci is realised, humans are able to interpret the 
underlying meanings that might be present in their surroundings according 

2  Peter Blundell Jones, Doina Petrescu, and Jeremy Till, eds., Architecture	and	Par-
ticipation (London: Taylor and Francis, 2005), accessed October 11, 2017, ProQuest 
Ebook Central.
3  Kester Rattenbury, ed., This	is	Not	Architecture,	(London and New York: Rout-
ledge, 2002), xxii.
4  Rattenbury, Not	Architecture, xxiii.
5  Sharr, Heidegger, 52.
6  Norberg-Schulz, Genius	Loci,	5.

Much has been written about the problem of prioritising representation 
and the need for architecture to connect with its occupants at a deep and 
meaningful level.  However, the specifics on how this might be achieved 
are still unclear.  This project aims to connect research into perception and 
multisensory design with phenomenology, in order to develop a specific 
method that will aid in designing for the bodily and emotive experience of 
architecture.

to Norberg-Schulz.7  This meaningful experience - termed dwelling - 
enables people to identify with the built environment.8  

Daniel Libeskind agrees that architecture should inspire meaningful 
interaction by bringing “a poetic dimension of true human life into inert 
materials.”  In doing so, architecture shapes and brings joy to the world 
that everyone is a part of.9  According to Libeskind, great buildings are not 
inanimate objects.  They have the ability to speak to the human soul, to 
tell a story which moves people by communicating with the emotions.10  
In accordance, Peter Zumthor believes that sensuousness and meaning 
must be communicated for a building to be truly successful.11  He maintains 
that it is architecture’s role to transfer “real substances into human 
sensations,”12 as the surrounding environment has the ability to encompass 
a ‘mood’ that can affect a person’s emotions akin to a work of art.13 

Juhani Pallasmaa expands on the idea of architecture’s ephemerality, 
claiming that an architect’s role is to generate lived-in space, rather 
than physical space comprised of measurable form and geometry.14  He 
proposes that architecture is able to communicate with man both mentally 
and physically, and as a result it strengthens “one’s sense of being in 
the world.”15  However, the present overemphasis of the visual sense in 
Western architecture is detrimental to this engagement, as the built form 
becomes alienated from emotional and physical interaction.16  

7  Norberg-Schulz, Genius	Loci,	18.
8  Norberg-Schulz, Genius	Loci, 20-21.
9  Daniel Libeskind, “Architecture that touches the heart and soul,” video by CNN, 
last updated 30 June, 2015, http://edition.cnn.com/videos/architecture/2015/06/30/
emotion-of-architecture-daniel-libeskind-style.cnn.
10  Daniel Libeskind, Breaking	Ground	:	adventures	in	life	and	architecture (New 
York: Riverhead Books, 2004), 4.
11  Peter Zumthor, Thinking	Architecture, 3rd, expanded ed. (Basel: Birkhäuser, 
2010), 37.
12  Zumthor, Thinking	Architecture,	85.
13  Zumthor, Thinking	Architecture,	19.
14  Pallasmaa, Eyes	of	the	Skin, 63-64.
15  Pallasmaa, Eyes	of	the	Skin, 40.
16  Pallasmaa, Eyes	of	the	Skin, 10.
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Analysis  
Testing of methodology through precedent analysis.  This was divided into 
research-based analysis of foreign buildings based on others’ experience, 
and experience-based analysis of New Zealand building based on the 
author’s own experience.  Key spaces were analysed to determine what 
underlying ideas are being communicated and how these manifest 
architecturally to generate atmospheric conditions.

Analysis 
Investigation of how experiential design ideas might be communicated by 
attempting alternative methods of presentation at critiques throughout the 
year.

Design 
Applying the multisensory and phenomenological theories and 
methodology that were developed through research to the design of the 
Kauri Museum, as specifically described in Sections 6.5 and 7.5.

1.7 METHODOLOGY

The way that this research project was approached is outlined below.   
The steps listed were not necessarily carried out in any structured order, as 
there was back and forth between the research, analysis and design phases 
throughout.

Research 
Determining the impact that the representation and objectification of 
architecture has on the architectural profession and how this might be 
addressed and overcome through design. 

Research 
Establishing how the human physicality perceives architecture, defining 
what senses people have and how these could be engaged by an 
architectural environment.  

Research  
Developing a phenomenological method of translating the intangible 
aspects of architecture (the atmospheric conditions, mood, aura...) into 
tangible, architectural elements.  

Research  
Investigation of topos and typos (story of site and program) to establish 
the meaning and genius loci that would be embedded in the design.  
Specifically, research into the story (kauri in Aotearoa), the existing Kauri 
Museum and the Matakohe area.  PHENOMENOLOGY 

+ MULTISENSORY
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an object that is only available to the minority who can afford an architect’s 
services, as well as an object of desire, something to aspire to owning 
rather than for its potential to enrich the lives of everyone daily.

The age of consumerism and ‘mechanical reproduction’ has brought 
about a shift in sentiment towards objects and, particularly, towards 

2 MULTISENSORY DESIGN

2.1 ARCHITECTURE AS MEDIA OBJECT

Architecture and its representation are closely intertwined.  As soon as a 
design idea begins to take shape, the architect must also begin to consider 
how best to communicate the concept to others through representation.  
It is not until the construction of a building is completed that its full form 
may be understood, therefore it is the architect’s responsibility to envisage 
what this might be like beforehand and convince others of the same.  A 
sketch, scale model, photo-like render or even a phrase might all serve to 
represent the architect’s vision.  

Problems around how architecture is represented exist from the very 
outset of a project.  A scale model gives clients and critics an impossible 
version of the design, as it is highly unlikely that the finished product will 
ever be experienced as a whole from a bird’s eye position.  Photorealistic 
renders might provide a perfect visual snapshot of the building, however, 
Zumthor argues that the desire to see the finished product is removed 
when everything has already been revealed in a realistic drawing that 
leaves no room for the imagination.1  Beautiful drawings that allude to 
the potential of the built form may also ring hollow.  Jeremy Till describes 
the disappointment of trying to find the building, as it is depicted in 
Aldo Rossi’s drawings, when visiting his Cemetery at Modena: “And the 
more we waited, the more hopeless the task became. The drawing as 
autonomous object was not there, architecture was.”2  Typical architectural 
representation relies on interpretation by a single sense: the visual.  
When the desired outcome is for occupiable space that will be engaging a 
person’s whole body, the consideration of architecture as a predominantly 
aesthetic object is problematic.   Furthermore, the difficulty with how 
architecture is represented is only exacerbated once the building is realised 
at full scale.  

There is an expectation that photography can be relied upon to portray an 
accurate representation of a building once built.  However, photographs 
can be cropped or framed to reveal only select elements, edited to remove 

1  Peter Zumthor, Thinking	Architecture, 3rd, expanded ed. (Basel: Birkhäuser, 
2010),13.
2  Jeremy Till, Architecture	Depends (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2009), 23.

context and people, or manipulated and enhanced to reveal different 
conditions to what the naked eye might see.  This form of ‘architecture’ 
can then be delivered straight to the public in this deceptive, two-
dimensional form via the mass media, to be accepted as ‘fact.’3  This 
dissemination is typically seen as beneficial to the architectural industry, 
by making projects more accessible to the public.  However, this form of 
engagement venerates architecture as image and promotes the dominance 
of the aesthetic.  Jones, Petrescu and Till criticise the media portrayal of 
architecture as an image outside of reality.  Although the rise in popularity 
of architectural television programmes has arguably improved public 
engagement with architecture, this form of ‘false participation’ encourages 
the public to be disconnected consumers, without the need for any real-
world engagement.  In this scenario, the public view the built form as a 
snapshot of a ‘lifestyle’ rather than a lived-in experience.4  As a result, 
architecture may become something removed from reality, considered as 

3  Beatriz Colomina,	Privacy	and	Publicity	:	Modern	Architecture	as	Mass	Media	
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1996), 100. 
4  Peter Blundell Jones, Doina Petrescu, and Jeremy Till, eds., Architecture	and	Par-
ticipation (London: Taylor and Francis, 2005), accessed October 11, 2017, ProQuest 
Ebook Central.

FIG. 6: Villa Schwob, original photograph, c. 1920

FIG. 5: Aldo Rossi, drawing of Modena CemeteryFIG. 4: Aldo Rossi, drawing of Modena Cemetery 

FIG. 8: Villa Schwob, as published in L’Espirit nouveau
Le Corbusier air brushed the photographs for the publication. Parts of the building 

were modified, the pergola and any other distracting elements were removed from the 
garden and any reference to the context or the steeply sloping site was erased.

FIG. 7: &
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art.5  Modern society exhibits an increased desire for the proximity and 
ownership of things, enabled by mechanical reproduction of photography 
and printed media.6  This desire for possession has led to the reduction 
of architecture to media object, and the assimilation of the object with 
its image.7  Architecture is now seen by many as an aesthetic object, 
something that may be captured in a photograph, viewed in a magazine 
or shared on social media.  Beatriz Colomina proposes that “photography 
does for architecture what the railway did for cities, transforming it into 
merchandise and conveying it through the magazines for it to be consumed 
by the masses.”8  The cumulative effect is that architecture has become 
a commodity, an object to be consumed.  It is no longer interpreted 
and valued through the experience of its enclosure; rather, the media 
representation is relied on to define architecture over the physical reality.9

In this sense it is not surprising that architecture is becoming “an art of 
the printed image fixed by the hurried eye of the camera,”10 where priority 
is given to how a building might be viewed rather than experienced.  On 
the other hand, Colomina argues that it is impossible to disregard how 
architecture might be represented through media, because this is how 
most people are likely to encounter it.  Architecture as both space and 
representation are synchronous, and both must be considered by the 
architect.11  The relationship between architecture and media is critical, but 
when too much emphasis is placed on the image the experience in reality 
is seen as less important or even unnecessary altogether.  Representation 
should never be given more importance than the building in actuality.  As 
Walter Benjamin articulates: “Even the most perfect reproduction of a 

5  Benjamin Walter, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in 
Illuminations, ed. Hannah Arendt (London: Fontana Press, 1992), 214.
6  Walter, “Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” 217.
7  Colomina,	Privacy	and	Publicity, 69-70.
8  Colomina,	Privacy	and	Publicity, 47.
9   Kester Rattenbury, ed., This	is	Not	Architecture,	(London and New York: Rout-
ledge, 2002), xxii.
10  Juhani Pallasmaa, “An architecture of the seven senses,” in Questions	of	Percep-
tion	:	Phenomenology	of	Architecture, eds. Steven Holl and Alberto Pérez Gómez, 
new ed. (San Francisco, CA: William Stout, 2006), 29.
11   Colomina,	Privacy	and	Publicity, 14.

work of art is lacking in one element: its presence in time and space, its 
unique existence at the place where it happens to be.”12

“The map is not the territory” is an expression that epitomises Alfred 
Korzybski’s concept that a representation, or reaction to a thing, is not the 
thing itself.  When the abstraction is mistaken for reality (that is, when the 
map is considered the territory) then a person’s cognitive understanding 
of reality is flawed.13  A person cannot comprehend what an apple tastes 
like through language alone; it is only through the experience of eating the 
apple that the apple and its taste can be fully understood.14  The surrealist 
painter René Magritte typifies this notion in a number of his paintings, 
most notably in The Treachery of Images.  He paints a picture of a pipe, 
then asserts that ‘this is not a pipe’ with the statement in French below.  
Magritte highlights the trap of language, and illustrates the concept that an 
image should not be mistaken for something tangible.15

12  Walter, “Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” 214. 
13 	Erik	Evens,	“The	Linguistic	Metaphor,”	Evens	Architects,	last	modified	August	16,	
2010, http://evensarc.com/thinking/2010/08/16/linguistic-metaphor.
14  “Map–territory relation,” Wikipedia, accessed on September 10, 2018, https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Map–territory_relation.
15  Suzi Gablik, Magritte, World of Art (London: Thames and Hudson, 1985), 126.

2.2 CONCEPT AS MEDIA OBJECT

The paradox of the architectural profession is that it resides in the realm 
of representation.  Architects do not create buildings, they create the 
drawings and imagery that will be transformed into buildings.  According 
to Adam Sharr, Heidegger’s ideology calls for architecture that reflects the 
“immediacies of human experience,” therefore the design and ‘making’ of 
architecture must correlate to how it will be experienced.16  This notion, 
however, poses the dilemma of how an architect might embody lived, 
multi-sensory experience through fixed media when communicating an 
abstracted concept.   

Adolf Loos dismisses the idea of using any sort of graphic depiction as a 
representative tool, arguing that he had “no need whatsoever to draw [his] 
designs.”17  Instead, Loos turned to the abstraction of language, arguing 
that “good architecture, how something is to be built, can be written. One 
can write the Parthenon.”18  In this way, the perceiver must completely 
imagine the finished work in their minds eye based solely on the poetic 
dimension of language.  While this method has its merits as an aid to 
communicating non-visual ideas, it relies heavily on the imagination of 
the reader.  An individual’s visualisation that stems solely from language is 
likely too ambiguous and variable.

Zumthor proposes that the representation of a concept should stimulate 
the same emotions that might be felt when experiencing the built work.  
He uses his drawings to portray only the imagined ‘aura’ or ‘mood,’ while 
still retaining an element of ambiguity in his representations.19  Similarly, 
Steven Holl captures his main design idea in an expressive watercolour at 
the outset of each proposal, which then forms the basis of the concept 

16  Adam Sharr, Heidegger	for	Architects, Thinkers for Architects 2 (Abingdon: Rout-
ledge, 2007), 2-3.
17  Adolf Loos, “Regarding Economy,” in Raumplan	versus	Plan	Libre, ed. Max Risse-
lada, trans. Francis R. Jones (Delft: Delft University, 1988), 139.
18  Loos, “Regarding Economy,” 139. 
19  Zumthor, Thinking	Architecture, 12-13.

that is carried through the entire project.20  This approach enables the 
viewer to perceive the essence of a project, without explicitly stating what 
it is as a technical abstraction.  In contrast, presenting a version of what the 
finished product might look like in reality (for example through an idealised 
render) serves to focus on the visual dimension, emphasising what it will 
look like, rather than what it will feel like.   

In reference to Merleau-Ponty’s observation that Cézanne’s paintings 
“make visible how the world touches us,” Pallasmaa asserts that 
architecture should aspire to do the same.21  Art has the power to speak 
to people beyond what can be seen.   
Relying on a direct, technical or realistic 
representation will prioritise what 
the building looks like, when in reality 
a building is never evaluated using 
solely the visual sense.  Presenting 
the conceptualised building as such 
leaves little room for the mind to 
imagine and ‘fill in the blanks’ of what 
it might be like when experienced in 
person.  By comparison, language is 
completely abstracted from the visual, 
with the exception of the written word.  
Complete amputation from the visual 
sense is unlikely to generate an accurate 
representation of architecture, because 
for most people even the imagination 
requires complementary visual aids.  

Representation is not a substitute for the 
reality of the completed building.  The 
architect can, however, call on the 

20  Jill Macnair, “Architect Steven Holl on starting every project with a watercolour,” 
The	Chromologist,	last	modified	July	2,	2014,	http://thechromologist.com/archi-
tect-steven-holl-starting-every-project-watercolour/.
21  Pallasmaa, Eyes	of	the	Skin, 46.

FIG. 9:  René Magritte, La Trahison des images (The Treachery of Images), 1928-29

FIG. 10:  Peter Zumthor, drawing of Bruder Klaus  
Field Chapel, Germany
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imagination of the perceiver and suggest or allude to the experiential 
aspects that cannot be represented visually, such as what the space might 
feel, sound or smell like.  Language and words can help to spark these 
non-visual qualities, but the atmospheric ‘aura’ of the building is likely best 
captured through artistic representation, in the realm of emotion.  

2.3 OCCUPATION AND PARTICIPATION

Architecture is interpreted through the motion of experience in the 
same way that photography is viewed by the eye or music heard by 
the ear.  Without the ability to inhabit its enclosure, regardless of how 
loosely defined that form of enclosure might be, architecture morphs into 
something else - a different art form. The Japanese photographer Naoya 
Hatakeyama argued that his camera could be a form of architecture with 
“a closed internal space in relation to an open external space,”22 but the 
interior of a camera can never be inhabited by a person to be experienced 
in the flesh.  Hatakeyama’s conceptual notion is as much architecture 
as a scale model can claim to be.  That is, it can only ever be a form 
of representation.  A photograph of a bird does not claim to deliver a 
living creature, and representations of architecture should not be taken 
as a substitute for the occupied built form.  Thus, architecture that is 
interpreted through narrowed senses is something other than architecture 
- a different language of the arts, such as literature or photography.  
Architecture requires occupiable space that can be experienced through a 
multitude of senses.  

When an architectural object is portrayed through representation that 
requires a singular sense, such as photography or text, the language is 
fragmented.  Much like attempting to listen to music by only reading 
musical notation, a critical component requiring additional sensory 
engagement is missing.  The audial sense to hear (or the somatic sense to 
feel) music is required to fully perceive the piece; music is not meant to 
be understood through the visual sense only, and neither is architecture.  
Adolf Loos protested that his work could not be wholly communicated 
through photography.  What he strove for in his rooms was “for people 
to feel substance all around them, for it to act upon them, for them 
to know the enclosed space, to feel the fabric, the wood, above all, to 
perceive it sensually” and he disputed how this could be proven through a 

22  Naoya Hatakeyama, “The Photographer and Architecture,” Places	Journal (April 
2018), https://doi.org/10.22269/180403.

photograph.23  Representation aims to narrow the available senses so that 
the author may selectively portray only a chosen aspect, and this format 
is therefore unreliable for full comprehension.  All of the senses must be 
engaged to fully ‘read’ architecture, because this is the inherent nature of 
the art form.  Steven Holl agrees that it is only the actual building that can 
“simultaneously awaken all the senses,” and it is this blending of sensations 
that articulate the architecture.24  Furthermore, as opposed to passively 
‘reading’ a building, the occupant is engaged in an active conversation.

Architectural elements manifest in the form of a dynamic, participatory 
response by a person as opposed to the standalone, material object.  
According to Juhani Pallasmaa, architectural elements involve 
“approaching or confronting a building, rather than the facade; of the act 
of entering and not simply the frame of the door, of looking in or out of a 
window, rather than the window itself.”25  Architectural space manifests 
as the interaction between a person and its form, rather than its physical 
attributes in isolation.26  It is therefore critical to consider architecture in 
relation to the occupier’s engagement and this correlation to the form, and 
not as an independent, standalone object.   As Jeremy Till argues, “[h]ow 
could buildings, with all their occupation by others, ever be torn from their 
social context?”27  A building’s existence is defined by its occupation.

It is not possible for human beings to fully comprehend the built form from 
the position of remote spectator - occupation of the space is imperative.  
Architecture is not a media object to be consumed solely by the eye.  To 
‘see’ architecture requires engagement and interpretation by the whole 
body, and the body uses the senses to translate and ‘read’ architecture.  
Conversely, architecture is a manifestation of its occupation. 

23  Adolf Loos, “Regarding Economy,” in Raumplan	versus	Plan	Libre, ed. Max Risse-
lada (Delft: Delft University, 1988), 139-140.
24  Steven Holl, “Questions of Perception : Phenomenology of Architecture,” in Ques-
tions	of	Perception	:	Phenomenology	of	Architecture, eds. Juhani Pallasmaa and 
Alberto Pérez-Gómez, new ed. (San Francisco: William Stout, 2006), 41.
25  Pallasmaa, “Architecture of the Seven Senses,” 35.
26  Juhani Pallasmaa, The	Eyes	of	the	Skin	:	Architecture	and	the	Senses	(Chiches-
ter, West Sussex: Wiley-Academy, 2005), 64.
27  Jeremy Till, Architecture	Depends	(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2009), 18.

FIG. 12:  Naoya Hatakeyama, #6411, 1999
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FIG. 11:  Steven Holl, watercolours of Kiasma Museum of Contemporary Art



2.4 THE (NINE) SENSES

All living creatures use sensory organs to receive information about the 
physical world so that it may be interpreted and processed by the brain.  
Aristotle, the ancient Greek philosopher and scientist, steered modernity 
to believe that humans have five basic senses through which the world is 
perceived28:

 ▪ Sight

 ▪ Smell

 ▪ Taste

 ▪ Touch

 ▪ Hearing

On the other hand, modern scientists now broadly agree that the human 
body has many more senses than Aristotle’s basic five.  While there is no 
consensus on the exact number, as this is dependent on how they are 
classified, nine or more (and as many as twenty one) senses are typically 
identified.29  Thus, in order to characterise the human senses, what 
constitutes a sense must first be established.  

To follow Aristotle’s lead and classify a sense as being that which the body 
has an organ for or receptor with which to receive information, then the five 
basic senses would need to be expanded further.  Taste would be considered 
in terms of sweet, salty, sour, bitter and possibly umami receptors, and vision 
in terms of lightness, green, red and blue.  However, the senses relating to 
smell quickly become innumerable as the nose contains over a thousand 
distinct olfactory receptors which distinguish between scents.30  

28  Christian Jarrett, Great	Myths	of	the	Brain (Chicester, UK: John Wiley & Sons, In-
corporated, 2014), 235, http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/unitec/detail.action?do-
cID=1779308.
29 	“How	Many	Senses	Do	You	Really	Have?,”	Health,	Mercola,	last	modified	October	
5, 2006, https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2006/10/05/how-many-
senses-do-you-really-have.aspx
30  Jarrett, Great	Myths,	236-238.

An alternative method is to classify the senses based on the incoming 
information that the human body can identify.  According to Christian 
Jarrett this reduces the number of human senses to just three - 
mechanical, chemical or light.31  Expanding on this interpretation, the 
following senses relate to the incoming data about a person’s environment 
in reference to the body’s receptor that is used to decipher the 
information.  These have been classified as the nine basic senses for the 
purpose of this research:32  

31  Jarrett, Great	Myths,	238.
32  Jarrett, Great Myths, 237.
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FIG. 13:  Wynn Bullock, Child in Forest, 1951
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In addition to those listed above, there are three further internal senses 
that relate to a person’s perception that could be considered in an 
architectural context.  These senses are more difficult to classify because 
they are not based on a specific sensory receptor or tangible, physical 
effect by an external factor; rather, they are determined internally by the 
brain.  However, it is plausible that the built environment could affect 
these senses and influence how people perceive and interpret their 
surroundings.  These three perceptual senses are:33

33  “Sense”, Wikipedia, accessed 28 March 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=Sense&oldid=836286202.

The body relies on all of its senses collectively to interpret the surrounding 
world, and architecture is particular among the arts in demanding the 
attention of the whole body’s sensory perceptions.34  Furthermore, humans 
rely on the affirmation of experience to confirm what the senses are 
indicating.  If a chair can be seen, then touching and sitting on it reinforces 
that the brain has correctly perceived a chair.35  Pallasmaa argues that 
architecture strengthens the experience of life - a person’s sense of being 
alive.36  Design that doesn’t engage all sensory receptors, or that prioritises 
the visual sense, neglects the opportunity to connect meaningfully with its 
audience through bodily engagement. 

The senses correlate to tangible environmental elements that are 
perceived and translated by the body.  Table 1 describes the potential 
architectural responses associated with each sense, in hierarchical order 
of importance, as a reference for generating more engaging, multisensory 
architecture.  Material selection plays a pivotal role, as these can be 
utilised to connect with the majority of the senses.  The mechanical senses 
have been prioritised as the most relevant to consider architecturally, 
followed by light, the perceptual senses, and, finally, the chemical senses.

34  Steven Holl, “Questions of Perception,” 41.
35   Barry, Visual intelligence, 16.
36  Pallasmaa, “Eyes of the Skin,” 42.
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FIG. 14:  Dave Miller, Bottom of Swago Pit - large, empty spaces exemplify the need for 
people to understand their environment through sound 
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CATEGORY SENSE ARCHITECTURAL DEVICE EXAMPLE

1 Mechanical SOMATIC
Felt by the skin through touch 
(mechanical pressure, temperature, 
pain, itch)

  ▪ Materials
  ▪ Mechanical and passive HVAC systems

  ▪ Incorporating textures, variety of qualities that 
invite touch

  ▪ Material selection to determine coolness/warmth
  ▪ Control of ambient temperature

2 Light BRIGHTNESS
The amount of lightness detected by 
the eyes’ rod cells

  ▪ Perforation placement
  ▪ Material (reflection, quality of light)
  ▪ Scale, layout (refracted light)
  ▪ Appearance (facade, composition)

  ▪ Contrast between lighting, bright versus dimly lit 
areas

  ▪ Reflective surfaces
  ▪ Shadow
  ▪ Apertures + views

3 Mechanical AUDITION
Sound that can be heard using the ears 
or felt by the skin as vibration

  ▪ Materials
  ▪ Volume, scale
  ▪ Layout (proximity, location)

  ▪ Proximity
  ▪ Material soundproofing (or not)
  ▪ Reverberation off surfaces
  ▪ Number of people that can occupy a space
  ▪ Programmatic layout
  ▪ Demographic consideration

4 Mechanical PROPRIOCEPTION
Self-awareness of movement and 
spatial positioning of one’s own body

  ▪ Materials
  ▪ Layout
  ▪ Scale

  ▪ Visual connection to other occupied spaces (e.g. 
using perforated materials, layout)

  ▪ Reflective surfaces
  ▪ Visual connection to wider environment (external)
  ▪ Consideration of different body sizes/heights/

abilities (e.g. window placement or access)

5 Mechanical EQUILIBRIOCEPTION
Balance, direction, acceleration

  ▪ Pitch/angles of surfaces
  ▪ Layout (visual connections)
  ▪ Scale

  ▪ Changes in height (ramps, stairs)
  ▪ Views and visual connections
  ▪ Unconventional intersections (e.g. acute corners)
  ▪ Scale comparison to the human body

6 Light COLOUR
The amount of green, red or blue 
detected by the eyes’ cone cells 

  ▪ Material
  ▪ Treatment selection

  ▪ Using colour for emphasis, cultural symbolism or 
association

  ▪ Absence of colour (white, black) 

TABLE 1 : ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATION OF THE SENSES

CATEGORY SENSE ARCHITECTURAL DEVICE EXAMPLE

7 Perceptual TIME
Chronoception, how the passage of 
time is perceived and experienced

  ▪ Natural process
  ▪ Perforations (visual connection to 

exterior)
  ▪ Layout (changeable environment)

  ▪ Incorporating the passage of the sun
  ▪ Changing light or interior qualities
  ▪ Materials that age
  ▪ Locating the occupier in time using ‘style’ or 

materials
  ▪ Interiors that can be changed for variety over time

8 Chemical SMELL
Scent detected by the nose

  ▪ Materials
  ▪ Layout (proximity, location)
  ▪ Landscaping

  ▪ Selective planting
  ▪ Proximity to landscaping (inside or outside via 

windows/doors)
  ▪ Material selection, such as earth or cedar
  ▪ Layout of programmatic elements

9 Perceptual AGENCY
The subjective feeling of having chosen 
a particular action

  ▪ Layout
  ▪ Materials

  ▪ Ability to choose one’s path (e.g. having multiple 
paths through building)

10 Perceptual FAMILIARITY
Recognition memory

  ▪ Materials
  ▪ Style, ornament

  ▪ Using vernacular architecture to locate in space
  ▪ Materials to relate or reference something external

11 Chemical TASTE
Flavour detected by the tongue, often 
in conjunction with smell

  ▪ Layout (proximity, location)
  ▪ Materials

  ▪ Proximity to food areas
  ▪ Materials that generate a ‘taste’ (e.g. metal)

12 Chemical INTERNAL SENSES
The sense of an internal condition of 
the body, such as hunger or thirst

  ▪ Layout (proximity, location) 
  ▪ Materials (e.g. use of water)

  ▪ Proximity and placement of amenities such as cafes, 
bathrooms and water fountains



2.5 PERCEPTION: THE BRAIN AND THE BODY

In his popular 2006 TED talk, Sir Ken Robinson asserted that “[w]e think 
about the world in all the ways that we experience it.  We think visually, 
we think in sound, we think kinaesthetically.  We think in abstract terms, 
we think in movement.”37  Human perception is diverse and comprehensive 
and an individual’s experience of the world is unique.  Countless personal 
factors might affect how something is perceived - memory, emotion, 
culture, social elements.  Even internal senses such as hunger or pain factor 
into the experience.

What appears to be a direct translation from sensory data to uncensored 
experience of reality is actually only a rendition, constructed in the mind 
of each individual.  The brain continuously edits the mind’s film reel 
in order to produce a seamless experience of the physical world from 
the incomplete information that the senses relay.38  What’s more, the 
brain’s version of reality is not only affected by incoming sensory data; 
previous experiences, cultural learning and personality traits also factor 
into how reality is interpreted.39  According to Barry, “what we perceive, 
then, is no more ‘real’ than a painting of a still life is edible: perception 
always intercedes between reality and ourselves.”40  The interpretation of 
environments, objects, people and experiences is varied and fluid between 
individuals and even by the same person at different times.  There is no 
fixed version of reality, as each individual will bring their own perceptive 
background to an experience.41 

It follows then that perception of architecture is not an isolated experience 
that can be rigidly controlled by an architect.  Jeremy Till challenges 
Heidegger’s school of thought that archetypal conditions of space (“the 
horizon, the cellar, the attic, the hearth”) might serve to address the 

37 	Dr	Ken	Robinson,	“Do	Schools	Kill	Creativity?”,	filmed	2006,	https://www.ted.com/
talks/ken_robinson_says_schools_kill_creativity.
38  Jarrett, Great	Myths	of	the	Brain, 242.
39  Ann Marie Seward Barry, Visual	intelligence	:	perception,	image,	and	manipulation	
in visual communication (New York Press: State University of New York, 1997), 15. 
40  Barry, Visual intelligence, 15.
41  Jeremy Till, Architecture	Depends (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2009), 129.

ambiguity around an individual’s perception.  Till maintains that there can 
be no predicated experience of space because there is always uncertainty 
over any common version of reality, due to the differences that exist from 
person to person.42  Thomas Thiis-Evensen counters that, while perceptive 
differences derived from culture and individual experiences do exist, 
there is a further level of perception that is subconscious and common to 
everyone.43  

Thiis-Evensen concedes that each person’s ‘conscious’ experience of 
architecture is different and is contingent on two aspects of a person’s 
background: ‘private experiences’ and ‘social experiences.’  Private 
experiences are shaped by personality, the individual and their personal 
history.  Social experiences are shaped by “common cultural associations” - 
such as the colour associated with mourning that varies between different 
cultures (FIGs 15-17).44  However, he argues that there is a third level of 
experience based on the ‘unconscious’ that is shared by everyone, which 
he terms the “universal level.”45  Thiis-Evensen asserts that architects 
should consider architectural archetypes that communicate with the 
unconscious reading of space at this ‘universal level,’ in order to achieve 
conditions that generate an anticipated emotional response by the 
occupier.46

The research by neuroscientist Joseph LeDoux and others in the 1980s 
indicated that the human brain processes the emotional reactions to 
incoming data in a separate part of the brain from its conscious regions 
- the amygdala.  The implication of this is that the body responds 
emotionally prior to conscious, rational thought when processing sensory 
data from the environment.47  This “neural independence” indicates 
why something simple such as a specific colour, or light and shadow, 
can generate an emotional response, as the amygdala is responsible for 

42  Till, Architecture	Depends,	129.
43  Thomas Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes	in	Architecture	(Oslo: Norwegian University 
Press, 1987), 29.
44  Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes, 24-25.
45  Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes, 25.
46  Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes, 29.
47  Barry, Visual intelligence, 18.

generating an “emotional bias before conscious judgement is formed.”48  
The body does, in fact, process the emotional response to its environment 
independently and unconsciously, and the conscious response is then 
based on this immediate evaluation by the emotions.  

It is important to consider the varying perceptions of the people that 
will be encountering the building.  While it is possible to be sympathetic 
to the cultural level of perception, finding a common language that 
communicates beyond a broad audience’s individual perception is 
imperative.  Phenomenological theory may provide a means of achieving 
this, by designing for the bodily experience of space and the unconscious 
‘universal level’ that Thiis-Evensen describes.

48  Barry, Visual intelligence, 21.

FIG. 17:  Cultural associations of colour: 
red for luck and happiness in China, 

strictly forbidden at funerals
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FIG. 15:  Cultural associations of colour:   
yellow for mourning in Egypt

FIG. 16:  Cultural associations of colour: black for mourning in  
Western cultures



3 PHENOMENOLOGY

3.1 BACKGROUND

Phenomenology is a philosophical movement established in the 20th 
century by the philosopher Edmund Husserl and others.  The philosophy 
is considered “a style of thought, a method, an open and ever-renewed 
experience having different results,”49 and, as such, is not necessarily 
characterised by strict parameters.  The primary objective, however, is 
the conscious, first-person experience of the world through the senses, as 
opposed to what the intellect comprehends.50  While the physical, sensory 
perception of the world is fundamental to the philosophy, other aspects 
that affect how an environment is perceived (such as emotion, memory or 
imagination) are also relevant.  Phenomenology considers the significance 
and meaning of phenomenon (including objects, people, events, and time) 
as perceived through experience.51 

The consideration of phenomenology within the architectural field 
specifically considers how the built form may be meaningfully understood 
and connected with through first-person experience.52  The importance of 
sensory perception and the physical dialogue that humans have with the 
real world is emphasised, in order to convey meaning through architecture.  
Heidegger’s theories on ‘dwelling’ considered that people apprehend 
the world through “their inhabitation of their surroundings, and their 
emotional response to them,” and that technology could be blamed for 
obscuring this understanding of the physical world.53  

Christian Norberg-Schulz continued Heidegger’s phenomenological 
thinking in relation to architecture in the fundamental text Genius Loci 
: Towards a Phenomenology of Architecture.  Norberg-Schulz deems 

49  “Phenomenology (architecture),”  Wikipedia, accessed on October 14, 2017, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phenomenology_(architecture)
50  “Phenomenon,” Encyclopedia Britannica, accessed October 11, 2017, https://
www.britannica.com/topic/phenomenon-philosophy
51  “Phenomenology,” Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, accessed October 17, 
2017, https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/phenomenology/
52  “Phenomenology”, Wikipedia.
53  Adam Sharr, Heidegger	for	Architects, Thinkers for Architects series (London and 
New York: Routledge, 2007), 2-3.

architecture as the method of 
realising genius loci or ‘spirit of 
place,’54 so that human beings might 
reveal the potential underlying 
meanings from their surroundings.55  
He asserts that for people to 
orientate themselves within the 
world (as suggested by Heidegger), 
‘identification’ with the environment 
must occur, which will then allow for 
this meaningful experience.56  

Architects such as Steven Holl, 
Juhani Pallasmaa and Peter Zumthor 
continue to discuss and incorporate 
Heideggerian theory of phenomenology in relation to architecture.  As 
proposed by Holl, by expressing meaning and amplifying the experience 
of phenomena, architecture may stimulate both the “inner and outer 
perception,” engaging both the mind and sensory feeling.57 
 

3.2 GENIUS LOCI

The Latin term genius loci originated in classical Roman religion in 
reference to the protective spirit or guardian of a specific place.  The term 
has been adopted into a number of languages and is used interchangeably 
with its English translation ‘spirit of place’.58  The expression originated 
in reference to the sacred quality of places, although the requirement 
for religious association has become less prevalent, and the term is now 
often used simply in reference to the unique character of a place or its 

54  Norberg-Schulz, Genius	Loci,	5.
55  Norberg-Schulz, Genius	Loci,	18.
56  Norberg-Schulz, Genius	Loci, 20-21.
57  Holl, “Questions of Perception,” 42.
58  Edward (Ted) Relph, “Spirit of Place/Genius Loci,” PLACENESS, PLACE, 
PLACELESSNESS,	last	modified	March	22,	2015,	http://www.placeness.com/spir-
it-of-placegenius-loci/.

distinctive atmosphere.59  Norberg-Schulz subscribes to the Heideggerian 
belief that the role of architecture extends beyond the basic fulfilment 
of practical obligations.  It must also provide meaningful places in which 
people might ‘dwell,’ and he proposes that meaningful places stem from 
the concretization of genius loci.60  Norberg-Schulz clarifies that a ‘place,’ 
according to his definition, is a space that has a distinctive character that is 
defined by the properties of the surrounding area.61  This quality denotes 

59  Relph, “Spirit of Place.” 
60  Norberg-Schulz, Genius Loci, 19, 23.
61  Norberg-Schulz, Genius Loci, 11.

FIG. 19:  Ralph Crane, A Little Privacy On The Beach, Santa Monica, California, 1950

FIG. 18: James Turrell, Kielder Skyspace, 
the ceiling aperture is specifically designed for 

concentrated viewing of the sky 
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the general atmosphere of a building in order to help people ‘dwell’ and 
locate themselves in the world.62  

Architecture is a physical object that enables a person to orientate oneself 
in both space and time, as well as in the “continuum of culture.”63  The built 
form concretizes these intangible elements so that they may be occupied 
and comprehended by humans, according to Pallasmaa.64  Architecture is 
able to reveal layers of history that locate the perceiver.  There is physical 
evidence of the passing of time in the worn-smooth door knob, stylistic 
diversity and layering of paint.  Vernacular forms are a public archive of 
culture and history, as well as a physical locator.  Architecture can become 

62  Norberg-Schulz, Genius Loci, 5.
63  Pallasmaa, “architecture of the seven senses,” 37.
64  Pallasmaa, Eyes	of	the	Skin, 17. 

a built record, providing a snapshot in time of how people once inhabited 
an area or space.  Further, experience is tied to the act of remembering, 
as memories bind time with space and matter.65  Memorable experiences 
of architecture (which form memories) are connected to the identification 
with a place, and become the ‘ingredients’ of life.66  According to Norberg-
Schulz, it is identification with an environment that results in a sense of 
belonging.67

Conversely, the architecture itself is also shaped by its surroundings and 
identification with place.  Zumthor argues that a building will not be 
accepted into the landscape unless its construction and materials relate 

to its surroundings.68  Nili Portugali agrees that buildings 
should be integrated with their environments to the 
extent that they appear grown from the place that they 
are built.69  This method of looking to the landscape and 
its materials is a means of identifying with the genius 
loci in order to create meaningful buildings.  It is for 
this reason that photography, as well as other forms of 
representation, are so problematic to the perception of 
architecture.  In the words of the philosopher Walter 
Benjamin, “that which withers in the age of mechanical 
reproduction is the aura of the work of art.”70  Colomina 
concurs that the camera can be faulted for dislocating and 
isolating, turning buildings into abstracted objects that 
are separated from their ‘aura’ when amputated from 
place.  For her, “ignorance of place . . . deprives them of 
their quality as things.”71  

65  Pallasmaa, “architecture of the seven senses,” 37. 
66  Pallasmaa, “architecture of the seven senses,” 37. 
67  Norberg-Schulz, Genius Loci, 19.
68  Zumthor, Thinking	Architecture, 99.
69  Nili Portugali, “Taken on the Site Itself - A Transformational Planning Process” in 
Aravot,	Invitation	to	ArchiPhen, 39.
70  Benjamin Walter, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in 
Illuminations, ed. Hannah Arendt (London: Fontana Press, 1992), 215.
71  Colomina, Privacy	and	Publicity, 50.

3.3 TALKING BUILDINGS

Le Corbusier asserts that the built form is a “thing of art,” that exists 
in the realm of emotions.72  The main difference between architecture 
and art, however, is that the former is not created autonomously.  It is 
typically initiated by a client with a brief, and external influencers such 
as regulations, stakeholders, program or site will all have an effect on 
the outcome.  Architectural space can assume an atmosphere, mood or 
‘aura’ that can be felt and understood through sensory perception, and it 
is this aspect which makes architecture synonymous with art.  Steven Holl 
describes this effect as “enmeshed experience,” whereby the perception 
of tangible elements (such as materials, objects, movement, light or 
perspectives) all overlap in the experience of space.  This blending of 
elements forms the overall reading of the building as something intangible: 
an atmosphere, character, or mood.73  Alberti, the Renaissance architect, 
linguist and poet, suggested that certain forms in a work of art can “move 
the soul” and elicit an emotional response in the observer.74  In particular, 
when a person views art that illustrates a manifestation of an emotion, 
then the beholder will also have their feelings affected, as it is human 
nature to “weep with the weeping, laugh with the laughing, and grieve 
with those who grieve.”75  Thiis-Evensen argues that this rationale can 
be applied to architecture, in that specific forms can be chosen by an 
architect in order to communicate a mood or emotion through embodied 
experience.76  

This rationale poses the question, how can inanimate objects communicate 
these incorporeal concepts?  How is it that architecture might ‘speak’?  
Alain de Botton proposes that there are a number of ways that objects 
might communicate with humans.  Firstly, De Botton argues that objects 
might also speak through memory, communicating with the conscious or 
unconscious self to allude to something that might have been encountered 

72  Le Corbusier, Towards	a	New	Architecture, 19. 
73  Holl, “Questions of Perception,” 45.
74  Leon Battista Alberti, On	Painting, trans. John R. Spencer (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1966), 77.
75  Alberti, On	Painting, 77.
76  Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes, 15.

elsewhere through 
association.77  Further, 
people are attracted to the 
objects that encompass 
the values that they 
relate and aspire to.  He 
proposes that the task of 
architecture is to “render 
vivid to us who we might 
ideally be,” supposing that 
people are affected by their 
environment to the extent 
that they may be a different 
person in a different 

place.78  Buildings might 
project certain characteristics, such as security, openness or aristocracy 
and in doing so, articulate a certain way of living that will appeal to those 
seeking the same qualities in their own lives.79  This provides a way of 
looking beyond the subjective, aesthetic value of a building to determine 
why someone might find one building more desirable or offensive over 
another.80   

Finally, de Botton proposes that architecture speaks through the 
assumption of human and animal-like characteristics.  Humans have the 
innate ability to read character or personality into inanimate objects.  
While only subtly alluding to a living thing, abstract sculptors have 
demonstrated that complex ideas about human nature, such as kindness 
or youth, can be revealed using abstracted forms.  Barbara Hepworth’s 
Two Segments and a Sphere (FIG. 25) illustrates the qualities of motherly 
love using only three simple pieces of white marble.81  Objects from the 
surrounding world may also encompass the attributes of living beings.  A 

77  de Botton, Architecture	of	Happiness, 93.
78  de Botton, Architecture	of	Happiness, 13.
79  de Botton, Architecture	of	Happiness, 71-72.
80  de Botton, Architecture	of	Happiness, 72.
81  de Botton, Architecture	of	Happiness, 82.

FIG. 20:  Simon Wilson, walls of Sri Lanka

FIG. 21: Pablo Picasso, The Weeping Woman, 
1937
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fence might be made up of “upturned 
insect legs;”82 certain fonts may appear 
punctual and optimistic, while others are 
sheepish and pensive; even something 
as simple as a drawn line might appear 
stable and dull, or angry and confused.83  
As a consequence, de Botton proposes 
that people are drawn to buildings and 
objects that emulate the characteristics 
of those they would like, if they were 
brought to life.  Beauty is recognised in 
the personification of objects that emulate 
“versions of the people we love.”84

In Māori culture, the notion of 
personification extends beyond the mere 
allusion to human-like characteristics.  
Protocols on the marae call for the 
kaumatua (respected orator) to address 
the living; the dead; mother earth and 
her creatures; and the whare whakairo, 
the carved meeting house, during the 
pōwhiri.85  The inclusion in the ritual 
of speaking to the whare whakairo 
demonstrates the level of respect given 

82  de Botton, Architecture	of	Happiness, 84.
83  de Botton, Architecture	of	Happiness, 86, 89.
84  de Botton, Architecture	of	Happiness, 88.
85 	“Whaikōrero,”	Tikanga	Māori,	Te	Taura	Whiri	i	te	Reo	Māori,	last	modified	March	
13, 2017, http://www.tetaurawhiri.govt.nz/maori-language/tikanga-maori/whaikorero/.

to the building.  The house embodies the ancestors of the iwi beyond 
mere representation through carving.  Michael Linzey explains that “[t]
he house is not like an ancestor, it is the ancestor.”86  This practice is a 
way of demonstrating respect, but also of opening up a dialogue.  Linzey 
argues that speaking about something requires naming, and certain 
things are elusive and difficult to pin down with language.  However, this 
problem does not exist when addressing something directly, as speaking to 
something “is the one mode of address that does not demand an explicit 
name.”87  Architecture has the ability to enter into a dialogue with a person, 
in order to speak of things beyond what might be visually perceived.  

86  Michael Linzey, “Speaking To and Talking About: Maori architecture,” in Interstic-
es:	Journal	of	Architecture	and	Related	Arts 1 (1990): 49, http://interstices.aut.ac.nz/
ijara/index.php/ijara/article/viewFile/41/104.
87  Linzey, “Maori architecture,” 59.

Lingual communication involves much more than the literal words that are 
spoken.  Facial expression, tone, suggestion and body language all help 
to set the scene for what is being said; something that becomes apparent 
when people are able to converse without speaking a common language.  
Humans communicate what they mean with the body as much as the 
voice.  It follows, then, that the brain and the body interpret the world in a 
multifaceted way that goes beyond the need for a literal, direct statement.  
The collection of materials and forms that make up an architectural 
space can communicate with the human spirit beyond what is visually 
apparent, and this can be utilised to express an underlying meaning that is 
understood by the human body.  This expression might serve to reinforce 
a programmatic idea, connect the building with its wider context, or reveal 
the architect’s intended narrative.  

Thiis-Evensen defers to Étienne-Louis Boullée in the assertion that the 
most essential aspect of buildings is that “the images they offer our senses 
should arouse sentiments analogous to the use to which these buildings 
are dedicated.”88  The architect should aim to connect people with the main 
ideas of the building through their experience of it, and the emotional 
connection should make sense in relation to the context in which it is 
experienced. 

88  Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes, 15.

FIG. 25: Barbara Hepworth, Two segments and a sphere, 1935-36 

FIG. 22: Insect leg fence, Castel Béranger, 1896
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FIG. 24: de Botton’s personalities of a lineFIG. 23: Characteristics of font

FIG. 26: Etienne Boullée, Cénotaphe à Newton, 1784



to abstractions and mental constructions,” resulting in straightforward 
engagement without a need for analysis or explanation.93   

The prerequisite for building and person to meaningfully interact is the 
crux that separates architecture from construction.  This does not preclude 
meaningful interaction from occurring in non-architecturally designed 
environments; rather, that creating meaningful interaction should be the 
primary objective of the architect, when it is not that of the engineer.  Le 
Corbusier argues that the directive of construction is to “make things hold 
together,” while for architecture it is “to move us.”94   The architect must, 
therefore, carefully consider the intentional meeting between a building’s 
elements and a person’s senses in order to engage the occupier and 
generate this meaningful contact.  

The architect’s abstracted concept or design driver will likely not be known 
to the majority of a building’s users.  Therefore the aim of the architect 

93  Christian Norberg-Schulz, Genius	Loci:	Towards	a	Phenomenology	of	Architec-
ture (New York: Rizzoli, 1980), 7.
94  Le Corbusier, Towards	a	New	Architecture, trans. Frederick Etchells (New York: 
Dover Publications, 1986), 19. 

should be the consideration of the way a space makes its occupants feel.  
Enjoyment of a building should not hinge on whether a person knows the 
architect’s ‘why’ - the specific thought process, concept or inspiration.  
Zumthor affirms that architecture exists in reality, and not in theories 
that are segregated from concrete things.95  The way a person feels 
when experiencing the architectural object is much more relevant to the 
majority of a building’s users than any intangible theory.  Alain de Botton 
prescribes that, beyond its functional role, the purpose of architecture 
is to “contribute to a certain mood,” such as containment or harmony; 
scholarship or modernity.96  This concept was described by John Ruskin as 
the necessity for architecture to speak - of what is important and of what 
one needs to be reminded of.97  However, it is for the individual to discover 
what the building ‘speaks’ of; the architect’s role is that of suggestion only, 
to engage the perceiver and start the conversation.  

Thiis-Evensen concurs that the occupant should not need to be familiar 
with the building’s mechanics or the architect’s intentions in order to sense 
the atmosphere or ‘expression’ of a space.98  Additionally, he proposes that, 
through the incorporation of a phenomenological method, the architect 
can prescribe a space’s expression (the atmospheric qualities) in order to 
purposefully communicate with a general audience. 

95  Zumthor, Thinking	Architecture,	37.
96  Alain de Botton, The	Architecture	of	Happiness	(New York: Pantheon Books, 
2006), 62.
97  de Botton, Architecture	of	Happiness, 62.
98  Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes, 15.

FIG. 27: The National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne - the Waterwall at the entrance speaks to all 
visitors through bodily engagement

FIG. 28:  Nihotupu Dam, Waitakere Ranges - while not the objective of the engineer, meaningful 
interactions between people and their environments can occur everywhere

3.4 RELEVANT / IRRELEVANT ARCHITECTURE

The majority of people encountering architecture, particularly public or 
civic buildings, do not come from a position of deep understanding about 
the architectural profession.  If a building requires detailed knowledge 
of its backstory to be appreciated, then a large number of its occupiers 
are will remain indifferent to their surroundings.  Till argues that from 
within the ‘black box’ of the architectural profession, the self-perpetuating 
attitude is to view both practice and product as autonomous and immune 
to external influence - ignoring the fact that architecture relies on its 
engagement with those outside of the industry.89  A building should be 
relatable and appeal to the majority of its users, not only the select 
few who can interpret the underlying architectural idea or appreciate 
the intricacies of its construction.  For Peter Zumthor, the success of his 
buildings hinges on whether it is loved by the people using it; the industry’s 
critique is irrelevant.90  Exclusivity encourages disenchantment with the 
profession by the general public, as architecture becomes irrelevant 
and inaccessible to the average person.  Pallasmaa proposes that the 
dominance of the intellectual and conceptual aspects of architecture are to 
blame for the current departure away from physical, sensual buildings.91 

The application of phenomenology in architecture is not about engaging 
the intellect of the perceiver.  As a method, phenomenology aims to speak 
to the intrinsic human physicality, enabling direct communication between 
architecture and the human body.  By speaking to a fundamental aspect 
of humanness (the body and the senses), the resulting architecture aims 
to be intersubjective.92  The philosophy is a “return to ‘things,’ as opposed 

89  Jeremy Till, Architecture	Depends (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2009), 18.
90  Peter Zumthor and The National Gallery, Peter	Zumthor	|	‘Real	and	Imagined	
Buildings’	|	Building	the	Picture, April 3, 2014, video, 4:02, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=JY4Djp6nBcs.
91  Juhani Pallasmaa, “An architecture of the seven senses,” in Questions of Percep-
tion : Phenomenology of Architecture, eds. Steven Holl and Alberto Pérez Gómez, 
new ed. (San Francisco, CA: William Stout, 2006), 29.
92  Iris Aravot, “Phenomenology as Architectural Method” in Invitation	to	ArchiPhen	
:	Some	Approaches	and	Interpretations	of	Phenomenology	in	Architecture, ed. Iris 
Aravot (Villejuif Cedex: Zeta Books, 2009), 6.
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3.5 PHENOMENOLOGY AS METHOD

The philosophy of phenomenology may be assimilated into architecture 
in a number of ways: to inform the discourse; as a methodology that 
informs an architect’s design process; or as ‘radical empiricism,’ where 
the meaning, values and intentionality derived from the philosophy are 
all incorporated. 99  Iris Aravot proposes that the incorporation of the 
philosophy as a method - termed “phenomenology in practice” - steers 
the architect’s thinking in relation to the built outcome and how it will be 
experienced, to the betterment of the building.100  

In Archetypes in Architecture, Thomas Thiis-Evensen proposes a way of 
incorporating a phenomenological method.  He theorises that it is the 
fundamental human experience with the world that informs a “universal 
level” of unconscious experience with architecture that is common to 
everyone.  Humans know about light and dark because of night and 
day; they lie, sit and stand due to their relationship with gravity…  These 
interactions form the basis for human engagement with architectural 
objects: man walks on, above or below something; ascends or descends; 
or registers light and shadow.101   Accordingly, Thiis-Evensen proposes 
that there is a universal architectural language which stems from this 
basic interaction between people and the world.  This method may be 
considered in order to overcome the differences between individual 
perception to connect with a wider audience.102  This archetypal language 
intends to communicate with the unconscious experience of space, rather 
than the conscious experience that is affected by the personal and social 
backgrounds of each individual.  

Thiis-Evensen’s ideology proposes that all architectural elements can 
be simplified down to a constituent of either the floor, wall or roof.  
Embedded in each component is an expression of motion, weight, 

99  Iris Aravot, “Phenomenology as Architectural Method” in Invitation	to	ArchiPhen	
:	Some	Approaches	and	Interpretations	of	Phenomenology	in	Architecture, ed. Iris 
Aravot (Villejuif Cedex: Zeta Books, 2009), 6.
100  Aravot, “Phenomenology as Architectural Method,” 8.
101  Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes, 25, 29.
102  Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes, 25, 29.

and substance, which he terms the “existential expression.”103  It is this 
expression embodied by the floor, wall or roof that characterises the 
qualitative impression, or atmosphere, of a space.104  The mind recognises 
the existential expression in architectural elements through the body’s 
common understanding of how a characteristic might be intercepted in 
nature.  A concave, heavy roof weighs down on a person, while a dome 
is uplifting; a rising floor restrains, as it poses a challenge that requires 
physical exertion to conquer, while a sinking floor accelerates as gravity 
draws the body downward.105  A person reacts to the psychological 
experience of space as much as the physical one.  The body ‘participates’ in 
its environment through projection of the self occupying the space.106   

The intention of Thiis-Evensen’s approach is to document a reliable method 
for designing the intangible, experiential qualities of architecture (the aura, 
mood or atmosphere), that may be interpreted by the body’s unconscious, 
emotive reading of an environment.  In order to generate the intended 
atmospheric qualities, the designer must first be familiar with the potential 
expressive effects of form so that they may then select the forms that will 
achieve the intended expression.107  

To develop an appropriate methodology for this project, Thiis-Evensen’s 
exemplars of expressive forms were first summarised and condensed 
(Appendix 1).  Some potential atmospheric conditions that might be 
produced as a result of their incorporation were then noted alongside.  
This served as a catalogue of forms to consider when attempting to 
generate specific atmospheric conditions.  However, the number of 
possible forms and their expressions are not finite.  This list simply served 
as a reference guide for the phenomenological method that was used to 
evaluate and design the intangible, atmospheric conditions within the 
scope of this project. 

103  Thomas Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes	in	Architecture, trans. Ruth Waaler and Scott 
Campbell (Oslo: Norwegian University Press, 1987), 21.
104  Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes, 15.
105  Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes, 39.
106  Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes, 29.
107  Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes, 15.

FIG. 29:  Embodied 
expression of the door 

casing - frame, split, niche, 
shelter, directional, side 

tower, path and stair

FIG. 30:  Embodied 
expression of motion  

generated by window frames  

FIG. 31:  Embodied 
expression of weight and 

motion generated by floor 
- open (layered), open 

(transparent, rising, sunken

FIG. 32:  Embodied 
expression of motion 

generated by roof - floating, 
enclosed, compressed, rising

FIG. 33:  Embodied 
expression of movement by 

wall - enclosing, resisting, 
rising, extending

FIG. 34:  Embodied weight 
of the roof - receiving the 

sky, resisting the sky
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4 PRECEDENT ANALYSIS

4.1 JEWISH MUSEUM 
BERLIN, GERMANY  |  1999  |   
STUDIO LIBESKIND / DANIEL LIBESKIND

4.1.1 GENIUS LOCI
Located in Berlin in Germany, the Jewish Museum was commissioned in 
order to re-establish the Jewish presence there and retell Jewish-German 
history.   Libeskind’s intention with his design was to connect Berlin with 
its history, as well as to connect with all of its citizens – past, present and 
future.  The Jewish Museum relates the history and integration of Jewish 
Berliners over time; not only the fatality of the Holocaust, but also the 
assimilation of the Jewish people in Berlin prior to that.108

The building’s form is derived from a distorted star of David that has then 
been slashed and reconfigured based on connections to the addresses 
of Jewish Berliners that were exiled during the Holocaust.109  The building 
is also shaped around prominent figures from Berlin’s history - Heinrich 
Kleist, Rahel Varnhagen, E. T. A. 
Hoffmann, Friedrich Schleiermacher, 
Walter Benjamin, Arnold Schoenberg, 
and Paul Celan.110  This was a 
powerful means of speaking to the 
history and culture of Berlin.  

108  Daniel Libeskind and Alan Riding, Berlin’s	Jewish	Museum	:	A	Personal	Tour	with	
Daniel	Libeskind, dir. Michael Blackwood, (Berlin: Kanopy, 2005), video, 22 min, 
https://www.kanopy.com/product/berlins-jewish-museum-personal-tour-daniel-libes-
kind.
109  Daniel Libeskind, “Between the Lines,” Zamyn, accessed on September 11, 
2018, http://www.zamyn.org/current/daniel-libeskind-the-void.html.
110  “The Libeskind Building,” Jewish Museum Berlin, accessed on September 10, 
2018, https://www.jmberlin.de/en/libeskind-building.

4.1.2 NAVIGATION
Three main axes form underground ‘roads’ that 
each tell their own story: of the holocaust; the 
exile of Berlin’s people; and the continuation of 
Berlin’s history.   According to Libeskind, the slope 
and disorientation of these roads references how 
“some people took one road some people took 
the other road, not knowing how each would end, 
or what lay at the end of each road….”111

Navigation through the building is demanding, 
testing the visitor as there are many different 

paths that can be taken.  The 
vertical circulation is also 
confusing and disorientating 
between storeys.  Although the 
levels follow the same floor 
plate, they give a sense that 
they vary due to the changing, 
vertical windows that alter the 
light.112 

The main stairs seem endless, 
suggestive of a physical 
challenge to be overcome.  At 
the top they continue without 
end, meeting a blank wall 
where ‘history’ continues.  
The journey down the stairs 
is intentionally different going 
upwards versus going down, as 
arrival compared to leaving is 
a vastly different experience.  
The change in time is 
purposefully expressed through 
different qualities of light and 
structural connections.  

111  Libeskind, Berlin’s	Jewish	Museum,	video, 44 min. 
112  Libeskind, Berlin’s	Jewish	Museum,	video, 27 min. 
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ROOF: Low and compressedFIG. 35:  Daniel Libeskind, concept drawing - address connections

FIG. 36:  Daniel Libeskind, concept drawing - Jewish star
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4.1.3 HOLOCAUST TOWER
The Holocaust tower is dark and narrow and 
empty of exhibitions.  It is neither heated in 
winter nor cooled in summer.  Most visitors have 
left their coats at the entry, thus the experience 
of being uncomfortable in a “completely raw 
space” is felt as intended.113  These sombre spaces 
reinforce the tragedy of Jewish history through 
emotion and the body.  The information that is 
being transmitted is as much due to the emotive 
experience as the content of the exhibits.  

From the Holocaust Tower, reverberations of 
the city can be heard.  In contrast to the silence 
of the void that is visited just prior, the tower is 
connected to the city through sound.  Muffled 
noise emanates from children at the nearby 
school, the city and traffic and everyday life.   As 
with the Holocaust, life continued for many: “it 
was not a special event, it was part of everyday 
life.”114  

Hope is expressed through the 
sliver of indirect light entering at 
the top of the tower, 27 metres 
overhead.  There isn’t complete 
and utter darkness.  From this 
small opening, light remains - 
instilling a sense of hope and 
promoting a sense of optimism.  
The city moves forward.

113  Libeskind, Berlin’s	Jewish	Museum,	video, 41 min. 
114  Libeskind, Berlin’s	Jewish	Museum,	video, 41 min. 

4.1.4 VOIDS
Libeskind stated in his competition entry that 
the fateful history of the German-Jewish cultural 
relationship was being “enacted in the realm 
of the invisible,” and that this must be made 
visible through the museum - something that 
he achieved through his use of the Void.115  He 
located six voids along a single straight axis that 
slices through the building at intervals. 

The predominantly concrete interior generates 
an impenetrable and confining atmosphere.  It 
seems as if the material is raw and “not really 
finished... unfinishable ever.”116   Being within 
the void can elicit a feeling of imprisonment, 
reminiscent of being looked in on through the 
windows.  Alternatively, this structure may be 

considered as a meditative 
area of reflection, because 
the space is distinctly 
separate from the rest of 
the exhibition spaces.  It 
is empty of exhibits and 
with completely different 
acoustics from that of a 
typical museum space.117

The Memory Void features 
an art installation by Menashe Kadishman.  
Shalekhet (Fallen Leaves) is made up of ten 
thousand open mouthed, iron faces that cover 
the floor.118  Stepping on these faces feels 

115  Daniel Libeskind, “Between the Lines: Extension to 
the Berlin Museum, with the Jewish Museum,” Assem-
blage, no. 12 (1990): 48, doi:10.2307/3171115.
116  Libeskind, Berlin’s	Jewish	Museum,	video, 19 min. 
117  Libeskind, Berlin’s	Jewish	Museum,	video, 35 min.
118  “Shalekhet – Fallen Leaves,” Jewish Museum Berlin, 
accessed on September 12, 2018,  https://www.jmber-
lin.de/en/shalekhet-fallen-leaves.

inappropriate.  A confrontational, harsh and 
intimidating noise reverberates in the space 
should visitors choose to walk through it.119  

The voids signify the horrors of Berlin’s history 
that are described as “unfathomable to most 
people,” so that they 
can be remembered 
and learned from.  
The moment when a 
bridge is crossed over 
one of the six abysses 
offers a moment of 
reflection.  The void 
is evocative of how 
Jewish history has 
become fragmented 
into two distinct 
periods - before and 
after the holocaust 
-  that can never be 
brought together.120  
The emotional 
feelings that these 
spaces generate 
speak directly to 
people visiting the 
museum in order to 
better understand the 
cultural context of 
Berlin and its past.

119  Lee Sze Yong, Shalekhet	(Fallen	Leaves)	by	Me-
nashe	Kadishman	-	art	installation	at	the	Jewish	Muse-
um	in	Berlin, September 27, 2011, video, 0:55, https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vfhg4xL9cmk.
120  Libeskind, Berlin’s	Jewish	Museum,	video, 35 min. 
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FIG. 45:  Daniel Libeskind, concept drawing - voids
WALLS: Verticality

WALLS: Solid mass

FLOOR: Bridging

FIG. 44: Atmospheric sketch - hope

FLOOR: Open, layered

WALLS: Solid mass, 
heavy
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4.1.5 THE GARDEN OF EXILE
The forty-nine, seven-metre-
tall concrete columns of the 
Garden of Exile generate 
a feeling of disorientation, 
claustrophobia and 
oppression.121  The space 
is ambiguous.  While the 
pillars are completely rigid 
and right angled, the floor 
is on a 12 degree slope 
so that the columns are 
pitched in contrast against 
the horizontal surrounding 
walls.  Visitors may feel 
destabilised, overwhelmed 
and lost, unsure whether 
they are oriented toward the 
tops of the pillars, or towards 
the far horizon where other 
buildings can be seen.122 

121  Bonnie Fortune, “The Garden of Exile,” Mythological 
Quarter,	last	modified	April	2,	2012,	http://mythological-
quarter.net/2012/04/02/garden-of-exile/.
122  Libeskind, Berlin’s	Jewish	Museum,	video, 30 min. 

WALLS: Verticality

WALLS: Leaning toward

FIG. 51: Atmospheric model - weight

FLOOR: Form and surface 
treatment 

FIG. 49:  Materiality of floor

FIG. 50: Atmospheric sketch - movement

FIG. 48:  Atmospheric sketch - disorientation
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The construction of the tower situates it in 
‘place’ as much as its physical location.  The 
main materials were all sourced locally, including 
the pine trees used to define the formwork of 
the interior and the sand and gravel that make 
up the concrete of its mass.  To keep costs 
low, the chapel was built by the farmers who 
commissioned the project, Hermann-Josef and 
Trude Scheidtweiler, with the help of their friends 
and family from the surrounding area.126  This 
resulted in a structure that bears the mark of the 
hand of those who cherish it; rough and imperfect 
and evocative of the humility and modesty of the 
Saint that it honours. 

4.2.2 MATERIALITY
The unique materials and mode of construction 
play a significant role in shaping the atmospheric 
conditions of the interior.  The concrete that gives 
the building its form was constructed around 
the trunks of 112 pine trees arranged in a tent-
like shape.  These were poured as twenty-four, 
50-centimeter-high layers over the course of 

twenty-four days.  The 
interior was then set on 
fire, slowly burning away 
the trees for three weeks.  
The internal concrete 
walls were left charred 
black and defined by the 
sculpted imprints of the 
now-gone trees, with a 
lingering, smoky aroma.127 

126  Peter Zumthor, “Bruder Klaus Field Chapel,” 121.
127  Peter Zumthor, “Bruder Klaus Field Chapel,” 122.

The quality of light inside the space is 
critical.  There are no windows, only glass 
beads fixed into steel tubes throughout 
the concrete walls and a teardrop-shaped 
opening in the roof which casts daylight 
down the molded walls from twelve 
metres above.  The oculus is open to the 
elements, allowing rain water to pool in a 
shallow impression in the molten lead floor 
which then reflects the sky that is revealed 
through the opening.  It took Zumthor years 
to work out how best to characterise the 
interior of the chapel, but eventually, “the 
design became clear and elemental: light 
and shade, water and fire, material and 
transcendence.”128 

The building is made up of only one room.  
It is sparsely furnished with only a small 
bench seat, a place to leave a burning 
candle, a cast sculpture that supposedly  
resembles Brother Klaus, and a small 
bronze wheel that is said to have been the 
symbol that the Saint used in meditation.129  
The chapel’s simplicity and humility 
resonates with the life of Niklaus von Flüe 

(Brother Klaus).  It takes its visitors “back to the life of a 
fifteenth-century hermit” who lived a life of austerity in 
order to be closer to God.130  As Zumthor explains, the 
intention is to encourage a spiritual connection through 
individual, meditative experience.131 

128  Peter Zumthor, “Bruder Klaus Field Chapel,” 121.
129  Peter Zumthor, “Bruder Klaus Field Chapel,” 122.
130  Phaidon, “Sacred Stories”.
131  Peter Zumthor, “Bruder Klaus Field Chapel,” 122.

4.2 BRUDER KLAUS FIELD CHAPEL
WACHENDORF, GERMANY  |  2007  |   
PETER ZUMTHOR

4.2.1 GENIUS LOCI
The Bruder Klaus Field Chapel stands alone in a 
field above the small village of Wachendorf.   It 
is settled in the landscape as if it has always 
been there.  The experience of the building 
begins with the approach on foot through the 
field.  Jodidio notes that the ambiguous structure 
“does not immediately reveal its age.”123  Rather, 
it resembles a pre-Christian standing stone more 
than a typical Catholic church.124  According to 
Zumthor, the tower now defines its context.  In 
alignment with Heidegger’s definition, “it creates 

a new point of 
reference; landscape 
and tower start to 
connect,” which alters 
the perception of 
the landscape as a 
‘place.’125 

123  Philip Jodidio, “Peter Zumthor - Bruder Klaus Field 
Chapel,” in 100 Contemporary Concrete Buildings = 100 
Zeitgenössische	Bauten	Aus	Beton	=	100	Bâtiments	
Contemporains	En	Béton, vol. 2 (Cologne: Taschen, 
2015), 723.
124  “Sacred Stories - Bruder Klaus Field Chapel,” Phaid-
on, accessed on September 12, 2018, http://au.phaid-
on.com/agenda/architecture/articles/2015/february/04/
sacred-stories-bruder-klaus-field-chapel/.
125  Peter Zumthor, “Bruder Klaus Field Chapel, Wachen-
dorf, Germany,” in Peter	Zumthor,	1985-2013 : Buildings 
and	Projects, ed. Thomas Durisch, vol. 3, 1998-2001 
(Zurich: Scheidegger & Spiess, 2014), 121.
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FIG. 58: Atmospheric sketch - austerity

FIG. 59: Peter Zumthor, concept drawing
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4.3.2 MATERIALITY AND THE ART OF 
MOTION
Lye was fascinated with creating a new “art of 
motion,” in both his films and the kinetic art 
works that he referred to as  ’Tangible Motion 
Sculptures.’137  The Centre encapsulates this 
aspect of Lye’s work by generating a constant 
sense of movement - both participatory as one 
moves through the space, and in the changing 
light and reflective conditions.  

The exterior of the Len Lye Centre stands as a 
gleaming kinetic sculpture, perpetually changing 
as it reflects and translates its surroundings in 
its shimmering, polished surface.  The building 
imitates its context: historic and modern 
buildings, the clock tower, blue sky and seagulls 
and traffic, and inquisitive humans who move 
closer to investigate the building’s unique 
facade.  Reminiscent of one of Lye’s film strips, 
it also distorts and animates these objects in 
its huge, curved panels, by engaging them in a 

perpetual state of motion 
as the viewer moves around 
the reflection.  Further, by 
casting the changing patterns 
of reflected light onto the 
footpath, the building also 
enlivens and animates the 
otherwise lifeless concrete of 
its surroundings.

137  “Sculptures,” Len Lye Foundation.  

4.3 LEN LYE CENTRE
NEW PLYMOUTH, NEW ZEALAND  |  
2015  |  PATTERSON ASSOCIATES

4.3.1 GENIUS LOCI
The Len Lye Centre 
is an architectural 
manifestation of the life, 
ideas and interests of the 
man it represents.  Len 
Lye was a New Zealand 
born filmmaker, kinetic 
artist, painter, writer and 
theorist.132  He became 

renowned for developing a new method of 
making animated films without a camera, termed 
“direct filmmaking,” whereby the film strip is 
directly manipulated (painted on, scratched, 
masked…).133  Many of his ambitious designs 
for large-scale, kinetic sculptures were before 
their time, and are only now being realised as 
technology allows.134

The polished stainless steel that cloaks the 
Centre’s facade acknowledges Taranaki’s steel 
industry for its crucial role in drawing Len Lye to 
the area.  This ultimately resulted in his entire 

132  “Len Lye,” Len Lye Foundation, accessed on Sep-
tember 12, 2018, http://www.lenlyefoundation.com/
page/len-lye/3/87/.
133  “As an Artist in England,” Len Lye Foundation, ac-
cessed on September 12, 2018, http://www.lenlyefoun-
dation.com/page/as-an-artist-in-england/4/69/.
134  “Sculptures,” Len Lye Foundation, accessed on 
September 12, 2018, http://www.lenlyefoundation.com/
page/sculptures/70/12/. 

collection of works (that 
were owned by Lye at 
the time) being gifted 
to the New Plymouth 
City Council and the 
Len Lye Foundation in 
1980.135  The stainless 
steel (referred to as 
Taranaki’s ‘local stone’) 
and concrete precast 
panels that characterise 
the building were all 
procured from the 
surrounding West Coast 
area.136 

135  “Len Lye Centre,” Len Lye Foundation, accessed on 
September 12, 2018, http://www.lenlyefoundation.com/
page/len-lye-centre/5/. 
136   Harvey, “Len Lye Centre.”

FIG. 60: Len Lye, Particles in Space, 1966

WALLS: Inward motion

WALLS: Contrast between 
solid and light

FIG. 61: Polished steel facade

FIG. 63: Atmospheric sketch - movement
WALLS: Undulating

FIG. 62: Atmospheric sketch - changing light
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The interior reiterates this state of motion, through 
the interplay of light from the glass strips to the 
exterior, the undulating folds of the huge concrete 
panels, and the upward, circular movement of the 

body in space as visitors climb the 
ramping floors around the central 
core.   

The open exhibition halls sing 
with the sound of Len Lye’s work, 
reverberating off the tall walls 
and enticing one through each 
space to investigate the source 
of the noise.  Films on display 
portray Lye’s experiments with 
(predominantly metal) materials 
and his fascination with eliciting 
unusual sounds from them.  At 
intervals throughout the day 
his kinetic sculptures are set in 
motion, filling the building with 
their clanging.

4.3.3 RITUAL
The museum has a number of Len Lye’s 
posthumously-realised, full-scale art works on 
display.  When it is exhibited, Lye’s Universe 
sculpture is only activated at set times throughout 
the day.  On the half-hour it begins to move, filling 
the space with its loud, booming sound for ten 
minutes.  Anticipation, time and the ritual of its 
activation become a part of the sculpture.  

FIG. 68: Visitor participation with Universe sculpture FIG. 66: Len Lye, Universe, 1963-76 

FIG. 67: Atmospheric model - motion

FIG. 65: Entrance hall

FLOOR: Upward motion

ROOF: Verticality

WEIGHT: Concrete 
mass of floor and walls

FLOOR: Directing, 
upward motion

WALLS: Compression 
inward

FIG. 64: Vertical apertures between concrete undulations
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4.4 NGĀKAU	MĀHAKI	
AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND  |  2009  |   
DR	LYONEL	GRANT	(NGĀTI	PIKIAO	AND	TE	ARAWA)

contemporary issues.141  The poupou (carved 
panels) are arranged chronologically along the 
walls of the interior.  Each tells a different story 
of the area’s past through carved artistry.  Grant’s 
intention is to foster discussion and learning, 
rather than to portray a fixed point of view.142   

Grant merges a traditional art form, whakairo 
(carving), with a modern outlook by incorporating 
imagery, media and techniques that connect the 
past with the present.  The imagery on the back 
wall of the whare references the ancestors who 
have come before and now reside “ki tua o te 
arai” – beyond the veil.”143  To encapsulate the 
present, the front wall of the interior features a 
carved map of the Point Chevalier, Mount Albert, 
Carrington and Waterview areas.  However, 
the wall appears as if peeled away, revealing 
the history of the land beneath the pavement, 
housing and roads.144  Standing inside the space, 
between these two walls and surrounded by the 
many carved stories of the past, the occupant 
feels a keen sense of their place in time.  

4.4.2 MATERIALITY
The carved timber of Ngākau Māhaki bears 
the impression of the carver’s tools: the sharp 
chisels and blades that have left their mark in the 
material.  According to Grant, the timber holds 
onto the “energy that the artist has put into the 
material,” and if those surfaces are overworked 

141  Lyonel Grant et al, Kete	Aronui. 
142  Lyonel Grant, A	Vision	beyond	Its	Time, 10.
143  Lyonel Grant et al, Kete	Aronui. 
144  Lyonel Grant et al, Kete	Aronui. 

4.4.1 GENIUS LOCI
Ngākau Māhaki is the whare whakairo of Unitec’s 
marae, Te Noho Kotahitanga.  It is located on the 
school’s Mount Albert campus in an area that 
is part of the original settlement of the Ngāti 
Awa people.138  This building is unique.  It is the 
first wharenui in over 100 years to incorporate 
the traditional building methods of Māori.  The 
carved elements are integrated in a structural 
capacity, as opposed to a solely aesthetic one, and 
not a single nail is used.  Thus, Dr Lyonel Grant 
had to assume the role of architect and engineer, 
as well as mastercarver, when designing Ngākau 
Māhaki.139  The embodiment of traditional Māori 
construction techniques enables the passing on 
of indigenous cultural knowledge to ensure that 
these methods are not forgotten.140  

While it is typical for a whare whakairo to 
acknowledge the ancestors of the marae’s people 
through the building’s carved elements, Grant’s 
carvings are unusual because they reference 
much of Tāmaki Makaurau’s (Auckland’s) 
modern history, thereby enabling discussion of 

138  Lyonel Grant, and Unitec New Zealand, A	Vision	be-
yond	Its	Time	=	Moemoeā	Kei	Tua	I	Tōnā	Wā	:	Te	Noho	
Kotahitanga (Auckland: Unitec New Zealand, 2009), 4.
139  Lyonel Grant et al, Kete	Aronui, series 5, episode 15, 
“Lyonel	Grant	:	Ngākau	Māhaki,	Te	Noho	Kotahitanga	
Meeting House, Unitec New Zealand” (Auckland: Kiwa 
Media for Maori Television, 2007).
140  Lyonel Grant, A	Vision	beyond	Its	Time, 7.

then some of that energy may be lost.145  The 
carvings reflect the vigour, but also the control 
and restraint of the artist.  As Grant explains, 
the carver must reveal the desired form and 
expression that is to be embodied by the material, 
and when this is done well, then the “energy 
will be intrinsic in the work.”146  This is evident 
throughout Ngākau Māhaki.  The timber speaks 
of its origins, through the texture and grain of the 
wood, as well as the energy that has brought it to 
its final resting place in the building.  The marks 
connect a person with the carver through this 
timber intermediary.

4.4.3 RITUAL
Visitors to every marae in New Zealand are 
welcomed by way of a pōwhiri, a welcome 
ceremony.  This follows a structured process, 
although each marae has its own kawa (protocol) 
and tikanga (rules).147  All new students and 
visitors to Unitec are welcomed through a 
pōwhiri at Te Noho Kotahitanga.148  The ritual of 
the pōwhiri emphasises the importance of place 
as well as the respect that should be shown the 
wharenui as an embodied ancestor of the hapū.  

The pōwhiri engages the mind and calls for bodily 
participation.  Visitors must change the way they 

145  Lyonel Grant et al, Kete	Aronui, 20:20 mins. 
146  Lyonel Grant et al, Kete	Aronui.
147  “Basic marae etiquette,” Te Ara, Marae protocol – te 
kawa o te marae, accessed on September 13, 2018, 
https://teara.govt.nz/en/marae-protocol-te-kawa-o-te-
marae/page-4.
148  Unitec Institute of Technology, Your guide to our 
Unitec	Pōwhiri, March 4, 2014, video, 5:33, https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=AHq0-Tt0-kk. 

might act in order to conform to the ritual.  The 
senses are amplified through the experience of 
slowing down movement in order to approach 
the entrance as one with the group; listening to 
the karanga and whaikōrero; singing the waiata; 
and greeting the hosts with bodily contact.149  The 
building itself is also connected with through 

touch, as shoes must 
be removed at the 
paepae (threshold) 
and students will often 
have to sit on the 
floor once inside.150  
The process is formal 
and spiritual, and 
heightens the senses.  
The experience results 
in a sense that the 
building is sacred.  It 
is not casually entered 
nor lightly engaged 
with, mindfulness is 
required.

149 		“Pōwhiri	process,”	Te	Ara,	Marae	protocol	–	te	kawa	
o te marae, accessed on September 13, 2018, https://
teara.govt.nz/en/marae-protocol-te-kawa-o-te-marae/
page-2.
150  “Shoes at the door of the wharenui,” Te Ara, Marae 
protocol – te kawa o te marae, accessed on September 
13, 2018, https://teara.govt.nz/en/photograph/41374/
shoes-at-the-door-of-the-wharenui.

FIG. 69: Looking toward front wall and carved map
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FIG. 70: Looking toward back wall and the 
ancestors who now reside ‘beyond the veil’ 

FLOOR: Defined approach

ROOF: Gabled, enclosing

FLOOR: Connected to ground
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5 SITE / PROGRAM

5.1 MUSEUM TYPOLOGY

The program of this project is the design of a thematic museum.  This 
typology requires the designer to take a position on whether the building, 
particularly the interior, will fulfil its architectural role as either an 
installation or exhibition museum (or anywhere in between).  

Exhibition architecture serves as a container for its contents.  The building 
provides a blank canvas for the objects to be the star, and the architecture 
aims to provide the best possible method of showcasing these against a 
neutral backdrop.  Interiors are spatially simple and uncomplicated, often 
just a ‘white box,’ which enables a large variety and volume of content 
to be displayed.  Many areas of the existing Kauri Museum fit into this 
category, as spaces such as the Smith Wing are, architecturally, just empty 
rooms that have been filled with objects.  However, Ken Gordon pinpoints 
the problem of the overstuffed museum in his essay on narration versus 
curation.  Visiting a museum that overloads its visitors with too much 
information, too many interesting things to look at, captions to read or 
videos to watch, can result in a feeling of sheer exhaustion.151 

On the other end of the spectrum, installation architecture is integrated 
into the museum as part of its collective experience alongside its contents.  
The building and a person’s experience of it are more evenly presented 
alongside the artefacts that are being displayed, without an obvious 
hierarchy of importance between the two.  These museums tend to feel 
a lot emptier of objects or content.  This may also be problematic, as the 
majority of visitors do not come to experience the container, they come to 
see its contents.  Museums that feel empty can leave a visitor wanting.    

The previous director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, 
Thomas P. Campbell, believes that successfully curated exhibitions result 
in a visceral, emotive experience for visitors.  Complex and often esoteric 
subjects must be interpreted and presented clearly, so that the general 

151  Ken Gordon, “Narration vs. Curation: Deyan Sudjic, the Design Museum, and B 
Is	for	Bauhaus.”	Last	modified	July	9,	2017.	https://designobserver.com/feature/nar-
ration-v-curation/39655.

public can understand and relate to them.152  The careful curation of a 
museum’s content is critical to how the information will be understood and 
received, and who the audience is must also be considered.  

The curation of content is not the role of the architect.  They can, however, 
help to facilitate the careful curation (such as through areas for storage) 
and assist in the communication of the museum’s narrative in a clear, 
straightforward way, so that the majority of visitors can interpret what is 
being presented. 

152 	Thomas	P.	Campbell,	“Weaving	narratives	in	museum	galleries,”	filmed	March	
2012 in Long Beach, California, TED video, 16:30, https://www.ted.com/talks/thom-
as_p_campbell_weaving_narratives_in_museum_galleries.

This design proposal intends to address the current problem of visitors 
being overwhelmed by the huge volume of content, which gives no 
sense of importance or value to artefacts in relation to each other.  The 
resulting design is more of an ‘installation’ than an ‘exhibition’ museum, 
however it is a combination of the two.  There are some areas with less 
content, where the building is the key aspect, and other spaces where the 
architecture takes a more subtle role in contributing to the narrative and 
experience of space. 

FIG. 75: National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, Sir Roy Grounds, 1968 - architecture as occupiable 
work of art

FIG. 74: Te Uru Waitakere Contemporary Gallery, Auckland, Mitchell and Stout Architects, 2014 - 
architecture as container for art
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5.2.1 CLIMATE
Northland’s climate is generally mild, humid and fairly windy.  Over 
the summer months it is typically sunny, warm and humid, with 
approximately 2,000 sunshine hours per year.  Winter is mostly 
mild with very few frosts and occasional heavy rainfall.153 

Wind can be strong and gusty, especially in exposed areas such as 
the elevated site of the museum.  Wind direction is predominantly 
from the south-west, although in summer the wind may blow just 
as regularly from the east.154 

153  P.R. Chappell, “The Climate and Weather of Northland,” NIWA	Science	
and	Technology	Series,	no. 59, 3rd edition, 2013, 6, https://www.niwa.
co.nz/static/Northland%20ClimateWEB.pdf.
154  Chappell, “Climate and Weather,” 15-16.

5.2 SITE : MATAKOHE, NORTHLAND
36.1299°S, 174.1854°E

The Kauri Museum, located in the small town of Matakohe in Northland, 
New Zealand, provides the site and program for this project.  Matakohe 
is just under 2 hours drive north of Auckland or an hour drive south of 
Whangarei. FIG. 78: North Island location 

FIG. 77: Site analysis diagram
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5.2.2 CONTEXT
The museum is situated adjacent to the Kaipara Harbour in rural farmland.    
The site is elevated above the surrounding area and can be seen from most 
directions.

State highway 12 (high speed highway) is located a short distance to 
the north and the museum can be seen from multiple points along the 
highway.  Matakohe East Road, a high speed, rural road, runs along 
the northern boundary, however the road that the museum is directly 
connected to (Church Road) is quiet and low-speed.  

The north-west of the site is partially covered with native bush.  An existing 
carpark that services the museum is located to the north of the building.  
The Kauri Museum and surrounding amenities (identified in FIG. 79) 
together form Matakohe’s most substantial social hub. 

FIG. 79: Map of immediate context

FIG. 80: Map of wider context

FIG. 76: Contour model
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5.3 VIEWS

FIG. 81: 360° view of surrounding context from above the museum
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5.4.4 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
Since its inception over fifty years ago, the 
Kauri Museum has been an integral part 
of the local community.  In addition to the 
artefacts that can be seen by visitors, the 
museum also houses a community archive.  
It is responsible for storing the Otamatea 
District Council’s physical records (from prior 
to its integration with the Whangarei District 
Council), such as the council meeting minutes 
and other important documents.  Many of 
the families from the area have bequeathed 
their family’s historic photographs or 
other valuable artefacts, and these are 
also looked after in the museum’s storage 
area.  Occasionally the descendants of these 
families submit a request to review what is 
being held for genealogy research or personal 
interest.163

Many community events and exhibitions are 
held in the Volunteers Hall or other parts 
of the museum.  These include the ANZAC 
ceremony, the Matariki (Māori New Year) 
festival, Settlers Day and the Northland 
Photography Awards.  The museum works 
closely with the seven local schools that sit 
under the old Otamatea district and regularly 
host kapa haka events and holiday programs.  
Community workshops at which the 
museum’s volunteers teach woodworking or 
other skills are also hosted on site for groups, 
such as IHC New Zealand or school children.164  

163  Tracey Wedge, discussion.
164  Tracey Wedge, discussion.

5.4 THE EXISTING KAURI MUSEUM, EST. 1962

5.4.1 OVERVIEW
First established in 1962 by the local community to celebrate the area’s 
pioneering past, the Kauri Museum is self-professed as telling the “story of 
[Northland’s] pioneering settlers through the lens of the kauri industry.”155  
It is a community museum that is managed by a charitable trust, the 
Otamatea Kauri & Pioneer Museum Board, and is entirely self-funded 
through entry fees and profits from its gift shop.156   

 

155  “Visit,” The Kauri Museum, accessed on September 15, 2018, https://www.kau.
nz/visit/.
156  “About,” The Kauri Museum, accessed on September 15, 2018, https://www.kau.
nz/about/.

5.4.2 VISITORS
At its peak in the early 2000s the Kauri Museum was receiving around 
80-90,000 visitors annually, but the number of visitors has declined since 
then.  For the third year in a row it is likely to make a significant financial 
loss.  This is partially attributed to a downturn in the tourism industry in 
general and a decrease in the number of couch tours bringing tourism 
through Northland by road.157  However, the current board Chairman, Mark 
Vincent, has also indicated that “the losses are due in part to the museum 
not adapting efficiently to it’s circumstances.”158

The museum predominantly attracts visitors around retirement age, with 
65% of all visitors to the museum coming from overseas.159  Many families 
and local children are also frequent visitors, participating in the museum’s 
holiday programs and community events.160   

5.4.3 VOLUNTEERS
In addition to the twelve full-time and twelve part-time staff, the museum 
is supported by around 100 volunteers who are vital to its operation.  
The volunteers are integral to the museum’s operations, responsible for 
aspects such as keeping the machinery serviced or sewing fabric hangers 
and covers to preserve the textile collection.161  They are typically locals 
who have grown up with the Kauri Museum as an integral presence in the 
community.  Unfortunately, many of these people are also retirees and the 
tacit knowledge that they possess (such as how to fix the antique engines) 
is not easy to pass on or substitute.162     

157  Kauri Museum, Friends News & Views, Friends of the Kauri Museum newsletter, 
Spring 2018 (Matakohe:  Otamatea Kauri & Pioneer Museum Trust, 2018), 20.
158  Stirling, “Kaipara News.” 
159  “The Kauri Museum,” Case studies, Enviro-Mark Solutions, accessed on 
September 15, 2018, https://www.enviro-mark.com/our-members/case-studies/
the-kauri-museum.
160  Tracey Wedge (Collection Manager/Curator, The Kauri Museum), in discussion 
with the author, May 23, 2018.
161  The Kauri Museum, 2016-2017	Annual	Report, prepared by Lisa Tolich, Matako-
he,	December	2017,	https://www.kau.nz/file/2017/12/FINAL-The-Kauri-Museum-An-
nual-Report-2016-2017-v-8-presented-at-AGM.pdf. 
162  Tracey Wedge, discussion.

FIG. 82: Kauri Museum, view from arrival FIG. 83: Kauri Museum, north facade

FIG. 84: Kauri Museum, east facade and entrance

FIG. 85: Northland Photography Awards, 2018

FIG. 86: Settlers Day Trolley Derby, 2015

FIG. 87: Settlers Day, October 2017

FIG. 88: Matariki Festival, 2018
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5.4.5 CONTENT
Since its origins as a small community museum, an extensive amount 
of kauri-related items have been donated from all over New Zealand.  
The museum buildings have been continuously expanded in order to 
accommodate the huge volume of artefacts that the museum now contains 
and the museum’s total area now exceeds 4,500m2. 

Many of the artefacts on display are encouraged to be touched.  The tactile 
museum features many interactive elements which, overall, generates an 
engaging, immersive experience.  

Entrance
After purchasing a ticket and signing 
in at the reception desk, the museum 
is then entered  through the gift 
shop.  The Special Exhibitions Wing is 
located behind the front desk and can 
be visited when exiting back through 
the entrance or on arrival.  This wing 
contains an exhibition that varies and a 
small movie room. 

FIG. 89:  Guide Map to the Kauri Museum
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Tudor	Coll ins	Wing
This room contains 
Victorian era kauri 
furniture.  The walls 
are lined with the 
museum’s native timber 
panel collection and 
Tudor Collins’ historic 
photographs of kauri 
logging.

Ross	Wing
Artefacts in this room include kauri carvings, 
busts, marquetry pictures and a collections 
of horse racing trophies and pioneering 
photographs.  Native timber panel collection 
lines the walls.
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Gum Room
This room houses the “World’s best Kauri Gum display” 
according to the museum.  The gum collection is 
extensive and includes many carved and specimen 
pieces as well as a gum digger diorama.

Sterling	Wing
A furnished c.1900 Kauri house has been 

recreated.  The six rooms demonstrate how 
Kauri was used in house construction and 

furniture.  Life-sized mannequins which 
are modelled after people from the area 

demonstrate how pioneers lived during the 
early 20th century. 
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This wing houses giant kauri 
logs, equipment for felling trees, 

transporting and milling timber and 
collecting Kauri gum.  There are also 
life-sized dioramas of a blacksmith’s 

workshop, gum digger’s hut and a tree 
being climbed and bled for gum. 

Volunteers Hall
The centre of the room is 

occupied by a 22.5 metre long 
Kauri slab, while the rear wall 

depicts the circumferences 
of the largest known kauri 

trees.  The Governor General’s 
boardroom table, a wood 

workshop, boat models and 
the turned kauri balustrade all 

showcase the uses and qualities 
of the milled timber.
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Sawmill
The collection of moving saws, flat 
belts, countershafts, pulleys and 
steam engines demonstrate how 
kauri logs were sawn and milled.

Boarding House
A life-sized replica of a boarding 

house that might have existed in the 
Otamatea area c.1910 is situated 

toward the back of the Sawmill room.  
Each room has been dressed to display 

pioneering scenes enacted by life-
like mannequins.  The curated textile 
exhibition is located on the first floor 

along with other pioneering artefacts.  
The sawmill can be viewed from the 

upper balcony.
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Operational 
Machinery	Wing

This furthermost wing illustrates 
the era when farms replaced 

kauri forests.  The many engines 
that are on display are kept in 

working order by the volunteers, 
to be brought to life annually 
on Live Day.  The room to the 
north houses a restored 1929 

Caterpillar 60, a tractor that 
revolutionised the method of 

removing felled kauri logs.
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The Otamatea Kauri  
and	Pioneer	Museum,	

1966-67
The museum was rebranded 

as The Otamatea Kauri and 
Pioneer Museum.168  

In 1967 the Tudor Collins Wing 
was opened.169

168  Gribble at al, Museum Makers, 116.
169  Gribble at al, Museum Makers, 119. 

FIG. 123: Otamatea Kauri & Pioneer Museum name change, 1967 (Auckland Museum Library) 

5.4.6 DEVELOPMENT OVER TIME
When the museum was first established in 1962 it was housed in a 
purpose-built, simple block building that was designed to match the 
War Memorial Hall (FIGs 121 and 122) next door.  It was founded as ‘The 
Pioneer Museum,’ showcasing an array of historic items which reflected 

the town’s pioneering origins, donated by 
members of the local community.165  The 
kauri timber and gum digging industries 
had largely defined the settlement of the 
area, so many of the items on display had 
characterised the museum in line with a 
kauri ‘theme.’  To correlate with this, in 
1966 it was renamed ‘The Otamatea Kauri 
and Pioneer Museum,’ which was later 
shortened to just ‘The Kauri Museum.’166 

Pioneer	Museum,	1961-66	
Construction of the founding concrete 
block building was begun by members of 
the community.167  The shop is still located 
within the bones of this original building, 
although a new roof and facade have been 
added to the exterior.  

165  Gribble et al, Museum Makers, 109.
166  Gribble at al, Museum Makers, 116.
167  Gribble at al, Museum Makers, 109.

FIG. 120: Community members constructing the 
Pioneer Museum, 1961  (Auckland Museum Library)

FIG. 121: The Matakohe War Memorial Hall, 1967  
(Auckland Museum Library)

FIG. 122: Original Pioneer Museum building, 1966 
(Auckland Museum Library) 
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The	Otamatea	Kauri	and	Pioneer	Museum,	1969
A new tower was added to the south of the existing building.170

The	Otamatea	Kauri	and	Pioneer	Museum,	1975
The M. D. Colonial Sterling House (now 
the Sterling Wing) was opened.  A replica 
of a homestead veranda was added to the 
exterior (FIG. 127).

The new Smith Family Wing (now the Smith 
Wing) was also officially opened (FIG. 126).171 

170  Gribble at al, Museum Makers, 111.
171  Otamatea Kauri and Pioneer Museum, museum brochure, version 2, nd.

The Otamatea 
Kauri	and	Pioneer	
Museum,	c.	1980s
The museum was 
extended and the Ross 
Family Wing (now the 
Ross Wing) and Pioneer 
Room were added.172

172  Otamatea Kauri and Pioneer Museum, museum brochure, version 3, nd.

FIG. 124: Tower addition, 1969 (Auckland Museum Library)

FIG. 126: Smith Family Wing (Smith Wing), 1975 
(Auckland Museum Library) 

FIG. 125: M. D. Colonial Sterling House (Sterling Wing), 1975 
(Auckland Museum Library)   

FIG. 127: New cladding and veranda, c. 1975 
(Auckland Museum Library) 

1 : 500

1 : 500
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The Otamatea Kauri 
and	Pioneer	Museum,	
c. 1990s
The Volunteers Hall was 
constructed, the Gum Room 
was opened beneath the 
Ross Wing and the Post 
Office was moved onsite.173

173  Otamatea Kauri and Pioneer Museum, museum brochure, version 4, nd.

The Kauri 
Museum,	c.	1999

The Steam Sawmill 
(now just called the 
Sawmill) was added.174

174  Otamatea Kauri and Pioneer Museum, museum brochure, version 5, nd.

FIG. 130: Kauri Museum with Sawmill, c. 1999 
(Auckland Museum Library) 

FIG. 129: Post office moved onsite and Volunteers Hall added, c. 1999 
(Auckland Museum Library) 

FIG. 128: Otamatea Kauri & Pioneer Museum, c. 1985 
(Auckland Museum Library) 

FIG. 131: Kauri Museum with new roof and shop entrance extension, c. 2005 
(Auckland Museum Library) 

1 : 500
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The	Kauri	Museum,	
c.	2005
The Operational 
Machinery Wing was 
added next to the 
Sawmill and the shop 
entrance was extended 
(FIG. 131).175

The	Kauri	Museum,	2011

A new entrance, additional staff facilities and a 
function room were constructed on level 1.  The 
Special Exhibitions space was added at ground 
level.  The Matakohe War Memorial Hall next 
door was also given a colonial facade to match the 
museum at the same time.176 

  

175  Gordon and The Kauri Museum, The Kauri Museum, 46.
176		“Kauri	Museum	gets	a	major	make-over,”	Northern	Advocate,	last	modified	Oc-
tober 24, 2011, https://www.nzherald.co.nz/northern-advocate/news/article.cfm?c_
id=1503450&objectid=10964933.

FIG. 134: Kauri Museum brochures, c. 1969-2018 (Auckland Museum Library)

1 : 500

FIG. 132: Kauri Museum, 2018  FIG. 133: Kauri Museum floor plan of existing building, 2018  
1 : 500
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“In a country with no ruins or city foundations or 
pottery shards to connect us with life a thousand 
years ago, we depend on kauri to unlock the past. 

Imagine all the people who have stood in this place 
and gazed at this tree. Imagine all the people who 
might still do so.  Kauri are a map to the scale of 
things, ejecting us from the urgency of the present 
moment.”177

Tom Donovan (Te Roroa) 
New Zealand ecologist

177  Rebekah White, “The Last of the Giants,” New Zealand Geographic, accessed 
August 19, 2018, https://www.nzgeo.com/stories/the-last-of-the-giants/.

access to the bush in order to prevent spread of the disease and further 
damage to the kauri that reside there.  This was met with much resistance 
by the public.182  

The kauri tree has an extensive and tragic history in Aotearoa, and its 
campaign is ongoing.  This project seeks to weave this narrative into 
the architectural fabric of the Kauri Museum in order to reinforce the 
significance of New Zealand’s kauri trees and encourage a message of its 
continued conservation.  Kauri trees reflect phenomenological qualities 
akin to architecture, locating people in time and place.  It is commonplace 
for humans to turn to nature as a spiritual and therapeutic haven, and 
this emotional connection is what makes the program conducive to a 
phenomenological and experiential design proposition. 

182		Simon	Smith,	“Council	moves	to	close	Waitākere	Ranges	and	Hunua	kauri	ar-
eas,”	last	modified	February	20,	2018,	https://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/local-news/
western-leader/101589183/council-to-vote-on-backing-waitkere-rhui-and-closing-
hunua-kauri-areas.

250 million years ago 
Kauri emerges in the primeval  
forests of Gondwana.1

1  Keith Stewart, Kauri (Auckland: Penguin, 2008), 9.

1250-1300 AD 
First humans (Māori) arrive in 
New Zealand from Polynesia

5.5 SIGNIFICANCE OF KAURI 
(AGATHIS	AUSTRALIS) 

Kauri trees are spiritually, historically and ecologically significant both locally 
and abroad.  Now considered a national treasure in New Zealand, many 
tourists visit the largest remaining trees that are located in the Waipoua 
Forest: Tāne Mahuta and Te Matua Ngahere.  Mature kauri grow to become 
some of the largest trees in the world, with a trunk diameter of two metres 
or more and reaching a height upward of 50 metres.  They are also one of 
the longest-living species, growing upward and outward for thousands of 
years, and throughout the course of their extensive lifetime they shelter 
innumerous native plants and animals.178  Due to the prolonged period that 
these trees typically live, together the Kauri trees and their pūkahukahu (the 
huge mound of bark that accumulates at the base of the trees) form one of 
the largest known carbon banks in the world.179  

Unfortunately, most of these exceptional trees were destroyed during the 
large-scale deforestation that was carried out from the 1850s until the 
middle of the 20th century.  It was only after an extensive public campaign 
that the government finally agreed to cease logging in Waipoua Forest, 
finally naming it a national sanctuary in 1952.180  

And the battle is ongoing.  A plethora of introduced plant and animal 
species continue to wreak havoc on native forests.  The few ancient trees 
that remain now also face prospective death by a highly infectious disease 
with no known cure.  Phytophthora agathidicida, more commonly known 
as kauri dieback disease, is spread through spores that can reside in as 
little as a pinhead-sized amount of soil and remain hibernated there 
for months.181  In December 2017,  Te Kawerau ā Maki, the Māori iwi of 
the Auckland region, placed a rāhui (a physical and spiritual protection 
mechanism) over the Waitākere Ranges.  This ban restricted the public’s 

178  Stewart, Kauri, 32-35.
179  Stewart, Kauri, 31.
180  “Conservation – a history,” Te Ara, accessed on October 2, 2018, https://teara.
govt.nz/en/conservation-a-history/page-4.
181  Rebekah White, “The Last of the Giants,” New Zealand Geographic, accessed 
August 19, 2018, https://www.nzgeo.com/stories/the-last-of-the-giants/.



5.5.1 TIMELINE OF KAURI HISTORY

1250-1300 AD 
First humans arrive in New Zealand from Polynesia (Māori)

1769 
Captain Cook and his crew are the first Europeans to arrive in New Zealand.

Approximately 80% of New Zealand is forested.183

An estimated 1.2 million hectares of forest containing kauri covers New 
Zealand.184

1800-1840 
Traders begin to cut down kauri as its timber is ideal for timber spars and 
booms for sailing ships.

1840 
Treaty of Waitangi signed.  Large numbers of European settlers begin to 
arrive in New Zealand. Native forests and bush cleared (often through 
burning) to make way for farming, roads and towns.  Much timber used for 
construction, but much of it is destroyed.

1840s 
Kauri gum begins to be exported to be used in the manufacture of varnish.  
By the end of the 1840s most of the gum that was simply sitting on the 
surface of the ground is gone, and digging becomes the most common 
method for its collection.185

1856 
Gum prices boom, Pākehā join Māori in the gum digging trade.

183  John Halkett and E. V. Sale, The	World	of	the	Kauri	(Auckland: Reed Methuen, 
1986), 34.
184  “Kauri,” Department of Conservation, accessed on September 22, 2018, https://
www.doc.govt.nz/nature/native-plants/kauri/.
185  Stewart, Kauri,	112.

1861 
Auckland has a total of 6,063 houses, of which 5,236 (86%) are built from 
kauri.186

1868  
Director of the Geological Survey of New Zealand, Dr James Hector, 
publishes an official report calling for the New Zealand government to 
“take steps to ascertain the present condition of the forest of the colony, 
with a view to their better conservation.”187

1880s 
Dalmatian settlers begin to arrive from Croatia to work in the gumfields.  
Relationship between Māori is amicable, however Pākehā and Dalmatian 
settlers clash.

186  Kevin Boon, The	Forests,	1860-1900 :	Developments	in	New	Zealand	History 
(Auckland: Waiatarua Publishing, 2005), 13.
187  Thomas E. Simpson, Kauri	to	Radiata	:	origin	and	expansion	of	the	timber	indus-
try	of	New	Zealand	(Auckland: Hodder & Stoughton, 1977), 401.

Today 
7,455 hectares of mature kauri forest remains, scattered in isolated 
patches around New Zealand.193

193  Halkett and Sale, World	of	the	Kauri,	159.

1880-1930s 
The export of kauri gum for use in varnishes supports New Zealand’s 
economy, even through wartime periods.  As much as 6,000 tonnes 
exported annually.188 

1906 
Kauri timber milling reaches its peak with 443,000m3 of kauri milled.  Most 
of the kauri supply has been exhausted.189  

1908 
Gum digging reaches its peak with more than 5,000 people digging in 
the gumfields full-time, and between 3,000 and 4,000 part-time diggers 
extracting kauri gum.190

1908 
Dr Leonard Cockayne, botanist and one of the founders of the science 
of.191 

1929-32 
Virtually no kauri gum remains to be found.  The price of kauri gum 
collapses, signalling the end of the gum digging industry.

1948 
50,000 signature petition delivered to parliament calling to cease logging in 
Waipoua Forest.192 
1987 
New Zealand’s Department of Conservation established with the sole aim 
of preserving, managing and protecting all native flora and fauna. 
2017 
Rāhui placed over the Waitākere Ranges by Te Kawerau a Maki to protect 
the remaining kauri from the spread of kauri dieback disease.

188  Stewart, Kauri, 114.
189  Stewart, Kauri, 95.
190  Stewart, Kauri, 114.
191  Stewart, Kauri, 155.
192  Stewart, Kauri, 163.

1769 
First Europeans arrive 
in New Zealand with 
Captain Cook

1800-1840 
Kauri begin to be 
cut down to make 
spars and booms for 
sailing ships

1840 
Treaty of Waitangi signed

Large numbers of settlers begin 
to arrive and clear forest for 
farming, roads, towns and some 
construction

1840s 
Kauri gum begins to be 
collected and exported 
for its use in varnish and 
laminates185

1856 
Gum prices boom, Pākehā join 
Māori in the gum digging trade

1861 
86% of Auckland’s 
6,063 houses are built 
from kauri186

1868 
Dr James Hector 
first appeals to the 
government to reconsider 
blindly destroying native 
forests187

1880s 
Dalmatian settlers arrive 
to join the gum digging 
trade

1906 
Kauri timber milling reaches its 
peak with 443,000m3 of kauri 
milled.  Most of the kauri supply 
has been exhausted188

1908 
Gum digging reaches its peak 
more than 5,000 people digging 
in the gumfields full-time, and 
between 3,000 and 4,000 part-
time189

Approximately 80% of New 
Zealand is forested183

An estimated 1.2 million 
hectares of forest 
containing kauri covers 
New Zealand184

1908 
Dr Leonard Cockayne proposes 
a strategy to effectively 
manage kauri for its continued 
conservation and sustainable 
timber harvest.  At this time there 
was enough kauri remaining for 
this to be implemented190

1929-1932 
Virtually no kauri gum remains to 
be found.  The price of kauri gum 
collapses, signalling the end of 
the gum digging industry191

1948 
50,000 signature 
petition delivered to 
parliament calling 
to cease logging in 
Waipoua Forest,  
made a forest sanctuary 
4 years later192

1987 
New Zealand’s 
Department of 
Conservation 
established with the 
sole aim of preserving, 
managing and 
protecting all native 
flora and fauna

2009 
Kauri dieback 
disease is 
discovered

2017 
Rāhui placed over 
the Waitākere 
Ranges by Te 
Kawerau a Maki

2018 
7,455 hectares of mature 
kauri forest remains, 
scattered in isolated patches 
around New Zealand193 
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6 DESIGN METHODOLOGY

6.1 REVIEWING THE EXISTING MUSEUM

The initial experience of the Kauri Museum was as a first-time visitor, 
having done very little prior research.  This meant that a ‘first impression’ 
could be documented and the visit was akin to how a typical tourist 
might perceive the museum (per the perceptual notes in Section 5.3.5).  
Secondary observations were gathered from a personal tour through 
the museum with the Collection Manager/Curator, Tracey Wedge, which 
included areas not typically open to the public, as well as insightful 
conversations with staff and volunteers.  This allowed for a deeper insight 
into the museum’s operations, difficulties, future goals, and its strong 
community ties.  The information and impressions gleaned from these site 
visits was then documented as strengths and weaknesses associated with 
the existing museum in the following Table 2.  Possible design outcomes 
and general aims that might arise from these observations were then 
noted alongside.

6.2 ESTABLISHING	THE	KŌRERO

These site visits, as well as research into the history of kauri in Aotearoa, 
helped to establish the intended narrative for the redesigned museum.  
This overarching intention and message needed to be clarified early on, 
as this kōrero was an integral part of the design methodology.  Different 
areas of the museum have been identified and each separate space is 
characterised by its own embedded meaning that feeds into the wider 
story (as set out in Section 7.1 and Appendix 2).

6.3 DEFINING THE JOURNEY

The way that this story unfolds is dependent on how a person experiences 
the building as a series of spaces.  Thus, the museum is designed as a 
journey that slowly reveals the narrative as it is moved through.  The 
configuration of the layout was decided by thematically categorising the 
existing areas and defining any additional spaces that might be missing or 
necessary.  The order that these spaces would preferably be experienced 
was then determined, based on the museum’s overall narrative.  The 

spatial organisation and circulation was critical to ensuring that each area 
could be experienced in the intended sequence.  

An additional challenge of the reorganisation was the self-imposed 
restriction of working within the existing museum’s footprint.  This 
stemmed from the Te Aranga design principle of Taiao, as well as the 
overarching narrative of the museum, to protect, restore and enhance the 
natural environment.  Increasing the impervious surface and encroaching 
further on the land would only negatively impact the surrounding 
environment.  Working within the existing museum’s framework where 
possible was also in consideration of reducing the construction waste, 
which is largely generated through demolition.  In addition, many parts 
of the museum hold social significance to the community, so the design 
aimed to preserve these areas as much as possible, while still making 
considerable changes to the overall impression of the museum. 

6.4 DETERMINING GENIUS LOCI

Extensive research into the history of place was conducted in order to 
establish the genius loci that would influence the design outcome.  The 
investigation was multifaceted, as there were a number of different aspects 
that contributed to establishing the sense of place within the context 
of the site and program.  The research included an investigation of the 
wider contextual history of the area; the social context that forms the 
foundations of the museum as a focal point in the community; the physical 
history of the building as it has developed over time; and the wider history 
of kauri in New Zealand.  This included the tree’s life cycle and living 
attributes, the history of logging, timber use, and gum digging. 

The results of this research have been summarised in the preceding 
Section 5 Site + Program.  The information that was uncovered was crucial 
to informing the design decisions in a number of different areas, as 
outlined in Section 7.4. 

6.5 APPLYING SPATIAL DESIGN METHOD

It was then necessary to consider each distinct exhibition space in isolation.  
These moments in the museum would be telling their own self-contained 
story in relation to their content, which would collectively communicate 
the overall narrative.  The process for incorporating a phenomenological 
and multisensory design methodology involved investigating the following 
questions for each of the crucial areas of the museum.    

 ▪ What does this space contain?

 ▪ What meaning should this space convey and how does this fit into 
the museum’s overarching vision?

 ▪ What spatial aura will help to convey this message?

 ▪ How can the architecture (roof, walls and floor) generate this aura? 

 ▪ What senses should be engaged to connect the audience with the 
building and tell this story?

 ▪ Which Te Aranga principles are appropriate to consider?

The phenomenological reference guide (Appendix 1) and the sensory 
application table (Table 1) were consulted to decide on an appropriate 
architectural resolution.  The architectural outcomes that were generated 
are outlined in Section 7.5.  Appendix 2 specifically details how these 
questions were answered.  
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6.6 COMMUNICATING IDEAS

6.6.1 STEREOSCOPY
Humans are able to perceive depth due to 
having eyes that are spaced apart, reading 
the world from two slightly different 
perspectives.  Viewing an object from two 
angles enables the brain to process depth 
and see the world three-dimensionally.194  

Stereoscopy is a technique that relies 
on this perceptual ability in order to 
communicate three-dimensional space 
using two-dimensional imagery.  This 
project explored this process as a 
means of communicating volume and 
depth through a more interactive form 
of photography.  The pairs of images 
throughout this document are intended 
to be read using a stereoscopic viewer to 
reveal their three-dimensionality.

194  “Stereoscopy,” Wikipedia, accessed on October 4, 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Stereoscopy.

6.6.2 STOP MOTION VIDEO
Typical design representation considers the tangible aspects of space but 
does not reveal the qualities associated with occupying and moving through 
a building.  The representation of experience was explored through the 
creation of a short, stop motion video featuring a girl moving through the 
entrance space.   

The main intention of incorporating this method was to communicate the 
experience of interacting with and moving through a space, including the 
atmospheric conditions generated by sound, materials, light and shadow.

The video was abstracted enough to provide only an allusion to the 
architecture, so as to not be mistaken for a concrete portrayal of what 
it might be like in reality.  A measure of interpretation by a person’s 
imagination was necessary.  Additionally, it was intended to be viewed in 
conjunction with other forms of representation which collectively support 
the communication of ideas. 
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FIG. 138: Stereoscopic viewers - View-Master 
and custom reels

FIG. 139: Stereoscopic viewer - OWL viewer detail

FIG. 140: Stereoscopic viewers - OWL viewer, 
Paul Smith 3D viewer, Loreo Lite 3D viewer 

FIG. 141: Stills from stop motion video

FIG. 142: Stills from stop motion video
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STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES

  ▪ Strong community engagement   ▪ Limited storage

  ▪ Crammed, tight spaces with limited access to 
archives

  ▪ High running costs to control the temperature 
and humidity of storage spaces

  ▪ Typically accept everything given to them (on 
going) but are limited on where it can be kept/
how it can be displayed

  ▪ Dedicated archive section - accessible/visible to the 
public - method of displaying otherwise hidden/
inaccessible info?

  ▪ Well organised (behind the scenes) - many 
volunteers and full-time staff members

  ▪ High entry fee required to cover all costs (staff, 
operational and maintenance costs)

  ▪ Need to make sure the museum is worth the 
money... an experience.

  ▪ Beautiful Volunteer Hall (built by locals) and 
shop/entrance building..  

  ▪ Hall is divided by huge kauri slab and taken up 
by boats - stage that gets set up for festivals can 
only ever half be seen

  ▪ Kauri slab should be moved out of this space - 
other more mobile artefacts to be displayed in this 
space

  ▪ Brings revenue (tourists) to the area   ▪ No drive-by tourists (destination location only), 
isolated 

  ▪ New addition to be a beacon - tall so can be at least 
seen by state highway 12.  Museum to be updated, 
modernised in order to attract local visitors as well 
as international tourists.

  ▪ Tactile - most artefacts are able (and 
encouraged) to be touched - carvings etc good 
for the blind

  ▪ Make the most of this element - architecture 
should be similarly engaging, not just a series of 
large sheds.

  ▪ The museum works closely with local iwi 
(Waihaua Marae) - they play an active role in 
decision making, procedural matters (welcomes 
etc), organising kapa haka

  ▪ No Māori presence in exhibits, Māori story not 
described anywhere.  No evidence of input from 
Waihaua Marae to outsiders.

  ▪ Māori story to be included as well: Māori on the 
gum fields, importance of the living world + Kauri

TABLE 2 : EXISTING KAURI MUSEUM : STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES + OPPORTUNITIES

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES

  ▪ Library of timber panels (Tudor Collins, Ross 
Wings)

  ▪ Under-appreciated - not always noticed / most 
people remain unaware of how special having 
such a large collection is

  ▪ Incorporate as material pallet in select areas. A 
feature element that is highlighted - not in an 
overwhelming timber space with other timber 
items, strategically placed.

  ▪ Caterpillar and engines/machinery all 
operational (thanks to machinery volunteers) - 
gets fired up on Live Day

  ▪ A lot of fumes and noise generated  - high 
ceilings and large extractor fans required to pull 
out fumes

  ▪ Logistics to consider - high ceilings, ventilation.  
Gantry required in workshops... try keep these 
spaces where they are?

  ▪ Intention to set up educational/info centre on 
swamp Kauri / Kauri die back

  ▪ Very little education on the living environment 
at present

  ▪ Incorporate educational element, school centre 
with info centre for general public.  Engage public 
so the entire building serves as an info centre

  ▪ Huge amount of impressive artefacts   ▪ Can be overwhelming - not enough time to take 
everything in

  ▪ No curation of exhibits  - sheer volume is intense

  ▪ No hierarchy - buildings have been added 
on and filled with items (although grouped 
together/arranged well) - no placement based 
on importance

  ▪ Poor circulation, entrance through the gift shop 
is under-whelming

  ▪ Larger, more accessible storage so that museum 
artefacts can be curated / rotated out, so that the 
museum can be changeable instead of static.  More 
revenue generated by encouraging returnees to see 
something different, showcase otherwise hidden 
items 

  ▪ Slack space - room for growth, life to unfold.  
Flexibility rather than strict architecture

  ▪ Elevated position, adjacent to bush and two 
living kauri trees

  ▪ No connection to local environment and context 
from inside the museum (access is via a separate 
bush walk)

  ▪ Poor quality of light, mostly fluorescent lighting

  ▪ Incorporate views and natural world into building

  ▪ Incorporate natural daylighting
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7 DESIGN RESPONSE

7.1 KŌRERO

“The story of the destruction of the Kauri forest is 
one of the saddest features in the history of this 
fair earth.  There is nothing . . . to show that it is 
necessary or sound economically, or that it will not 
go down in history as a dark blot in the story of 
Anglo-Saxon colonisation.”

Sir David Hutchins, British forestry expert,  
on New Zealand’s forestry practice, 1915195

195  David Ernest Hutchins, A	discussion	of	Australian	forestry	:	with	special	refer-
ences	to	forestry	in	Western	Australia,	the	necessity	of	an	Australian	forest	policy,	
and	notices	of	organised	forestry	in	other	parts	of	the	world	(Perth, F. W. Simpson: 
1916), 395, https://archive.org/details/discussionofaust00hutc.

The existing museum’s vision is “SHARING our past to INFORM our present 
and ENRICH our future,”196 but at present this message is buried beneath 
the glorification of the industries that decimated the kauri forests.  The 
destruction of the majority of New Zealand’s forests was a tragedy that 
should be mourned and then learned from.  However, the main focus 
of the Kauri Museum at present is the legacy of kauri forests - what 
remains following the devastation of the giant trees by Pākehā settlers.  
This research project proposes that the museum assimilates an updated, 
modern message in order to increase the number and diversity of its 
visitors.

The museum is situated on the main route to Waipoua Forest and New 
Zealand’s most celebrated kauri trees, Tāne Mahuta and Te Matua Ngahere.  
This is an opportunity to stand as a gateway to the Kauri Coast, to celebrate 
the kauri that are still alive and project a message of conservation, rather 
than reflecting on a destructive past that many feel is not conducive to the 
spirit of a Kauri Museum.  

The intention of this design proposal is to align the enclosure of the 
museum with its vision - sharing the past to inform the present and 
enrich the future.  This project proposes using architecture to support 
the telling of kauri’s complete history, including both Māori and Pākehā 
perspectives.  The tragedy that was the decimation of New Zealand’s kauri 
forests, as well as the ongoing environmental issues of the present, are 
emphasised through the design of the building.  The resulting architecture 
affirms the importance of New Zealand’s living heritage - its native forests 
- so that visitors might leave with a greater appreciation of kauri and an 
understanding of the need for its continued conservation.  

196  The Kauri Museum, 2016-2017	Annual	Report, 6.

FIG. 143: Kauri logs piled up following a log drive down the Waiawa River
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7.2 JOURNEY

7.2.1 JOURNEY CONCEPT
As depicted in Section 5.4, the story of kauri is threaded into the timeline 
of New Zealand’s history.  Progression through the museum is designed 
to reveal the kōrero over time in a similar way.  The layout of the design 
was carefully considered so that visitors are encouraged to experience the 
museum’s exhibits in a specific sequence, unfolding the story as they move 
through the building. 

While there is an intended course through the museum that aligns with 
the overall narrative, this is only suggested through design.  Instead of 
a single, set route through the museum, visitors can choose to bypass 
sections or take an alternative route if they would like to.  People are given 
a sense of choice and agency over their own experience.  To offer only one 
assigned path is to present only the architect’s fixed perspective on how 
the space should be experienced.197  However age, background, culture and 
general perception will all vary among the people who visit the museum.  
By opening up the journey to be interpreted by the individual, the design 
acknowledges the variety of different experiences that might be had, in 
order to increase the likelihood of appealing to a wider audience.  This also 
encourages a sense of discovery and engages its audience by presenting 
the museum as a building to be explored.   Visitors are also more likely to 
return as there is the potential for something different to be revealed at 
each future visit.

The research highlighted that the story of kauri can be broken down into 
four distinct aspects.  These categories (opposite) provided the journey’s 
framework for within which the overall story of kauri unfolds.  This also 
helped to define the impression and embedded meaning that these areas 
would broadly be aiming to communicate.  The pioneering and community 
aspect of the museum sit outside of these categories as the last area that is 
visited following the kauri sections.  

197  Till, Architecture	Depends, 59.

7.2.1.1 The living
Dedicated to telling the story of the living kauri tree and the natural 
environment (Aotearoa’s native forests) that it forms a part of. 

7.2.1.2 Loss
Depicts the period of destruction of 80% of Aotearoa’s native forests, 
which resulted in many species losing their homes and the destruction of 
the surrounding environment (through damming of waterways, burning 
of forests, gum digging and bleeding, and erosion once the trees were 
removed).  In addition, the potential for kauri to be used as an ongoing, 
renewable resource for future generations was also destroyed.

7.2.1.3 Resource
Showcases the uses of kauri in craft, furniture, construction and boat 
building.  The unique and impressive attributes of the timber are 
demonstrated.

7.2.1.4 Kaitiakitanga (guardianship)
Discusses the role people have as guardians of the natural environment.  
Information on the preservation of living kauri at present and toward the 
future, and ongoing threats such as introduced pests and weeds and kauri 
die back disease is presented.  This final section encourages visitors to take 
away a message of the importance of protection and conservation of the 
living environment.

FIG. 144: Design iteration 3, circulation model

FIG. 145: Design iteration 3, circulation model

FIG. 146: Conceptual diagram of four museum conditions
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7.2.2 DEFINING THE SEQUENCE
In order to clarify the journey, the different areas and exhibits of the 
existing museum were first categorised and ordered (FIG. 148).  However, 
as a result of research, discussions with staff, and reviews left by other 
visitors, it is suggested that the existing museum could benefit from 
the addition of some elements which currently seem absent or under-
represented.  As outlined below, a 
number of new categories have been 
proposed to add to the existing content 
in order to strengthen and enrich the 
museum’s narrative.  

7.2.3 NEW ELEMENTS

7.2.3.1 Māori	significance
The museum works closely with the local hapū from Waihaua Marae and 
they are consulted on all major decisions, yet a Māori presence in the 
museum or input on what is being displayed is not obvious to visitors.  
Museum staff suggested that this is because they believe it is not the Kauri 
Museum’s story to tell.  However, a high proportion of people coming 
to the museum are international visitors.  The design therefore suggests 
that the representation of kauri be inclusive of the whole of its history in 
Aotearoa.   

The Entrance Hall (FIG. 150) is proposed as the area in which the 
significance of kauri  in Māori culture is portrayed.   The tangata whenua 
(indigenous people from the area) could be involved in the design and 
curation of this space so that the Māori narrative is suitably represented.  
Involvement in the design and consultation processes would also 
enable the Te Aranga design principles to be incorporated appropriately, 
particularly the principles of Mana (authority), Mahi Toi (creative 
expression), Whakapapa (names and naming) and Ahi Kā (the living 
presence).  Collaborating with local iwi/hapū will enrich the project further 
and enhance the sense of place.   

7.2.3.2 Living environment + conservation
The living environment does not appear to be the main focus of the 
existing museum, although it has indicated its intentions to expand 
to include a new Research and Discovery Centre.  The addition of this 
education centre has been included in the design.  A specific kauri 
conservation area (the Tāne Mahuta Wing) is also proposed, being a space 
where contemporary issues such as introduced pests and kauri die back 
disease can be brought to light, alongside the public’s role in ongoing 
conservation efforts.  The narrative of the museum in general is shifted 
toward the portrayal of the whole life cycle of the tree and its role in the 
living environment.  New programmatic additions which enable discussion 
on the living aspect of kauri include:

 ▪ The ground level of the tower which provides information on swamp 
kauri and the forest floor. 

 ▪ Level 1 of the tower which educates on the life cycle of kauri trees 
and the native flora and fauna of the forest.

 ▪ An elevated viewing platform to the wider context, which informs on 
the environmental impact of the loss of New Zealand forests, as well 
as the history of the Otamatea area and significant local sites.

 ▪ Circulation areas which connect visitors with the living environment 
and kauri trees that are growing on site.

 ▪ The Tāne Mahuta Wing discussed above, which provides information 
on conservation and preservation.

 ▪ An outdoor tea and coffee rest and reflection space set in the native 
bush.

7.2.3.3 Community driven spaces
The museum holds an important role 
in the community that is not obvious to 
visitors from outside of the area who are 
just passing through, as the archives and 
volunteer workspaces are out of sight 
from the public areas.  In addition, the 
staff offices are divided into two separate 
wings and the space that is allocated 
for these private areas is only partially 
occupied.  

The comprehensive volunteer network is 
fundamental to the museum’s survival.  
The proposed design brings the people 
who are responsible for sustaining 
the museum to the forefront so that 
they can be seen and recognised as 
an integral part of its operations.  The 
staff and volunteer work areas have 
been brought together and include an 
allocated work space for members of 
the community who wish to access the 
archives.  This fosters are more animated 
and social work environment, with a 
public presence that might also help to 
attract new volunteers.  This section is 
visually connected with the pioneering 
area, adjacent to the original building, 
which opens up the possibility for further 
engagement between visitors, volunteers 
and staff (FIG. 153).  The elevated 
visibility aims to promote the museum as 
a community-driven project.  

FIG. 148: Categorising the existing museum

FIG. 149: Overview of new areas where the living environment is incorporated (green)

FIG. 150: Entrance Hall (red), where kauri’s significance in Māori culture is portrayed

FIG. 151: Existing museum, archive area

FIG. 152: Existing museum, underutilised staff area

FIG. 153: Proposed community/staff area 
adjacent to Pioneering Wing and shop
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7.2.3.4 Volunteers	Hall	/	ātea
In addition to managing the area’s archive of historical records and 
personal artefacts, the museum is central to many other community 
activities.  Key events, celebrations, exhibitions and school holiday 
programs are all hosted onsite, most often in the Volunteers Hall.  This 
is often problematic at present as the kauri slab divides this room into 
two narrow spaces, which can divide the audience in two and restrict 
visibility.  It was therefore decided early on that the slab would be moved 
elsewhere so that this hall could be better utilised for hosting these events.  
In addition, the facade facing the road has been opened up to allow for 
separate access directly to the Volunteers Hall.  The adjacent outside area 
(currently a concrete sport court in a state of disrepair) has then been 
incorporated into the design as a forecourt akin to a marae ātea, to allow 
for formal arrival and ceremonial protocol for important events.  This 
also creates an additional external space that could be used for other 
community activities such as market days.  

7.3 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

The concept has developed over time in a number of design iterations, 
although the core ideas of the journey discussed above has been 
maintained throughout each design change.  

The design proposes that the major areas for redevelopment are the 
existing Smith Wing and the entrance, with some changes to the façades 
that are public-facing.  Based on research into the museum’s origins, the 
Smith Wing has the least embedded social value.  It is also in need of a 
major construction over-hall due to its age and the number of renovations 
over time that have left the structure outside of building code standards.    

The new area was designed in terms of the experience of internal spaces.  
The design process and outcomes of this have been detailed in Section 7.5 
below.  Smaller interventions throughout the museum connect the areas 
of the interior that will remain mostly unchanged (such as the Sawmill and 
Volunteers Hall), in order to tie all of the sections together to form one 
cohesive experience of the museum.

The proposed design aims to re-establish the museum’s presence as a 
substantial, civic building.  The entrance becomes the dominant feature 
of the exterior as visitors draw nearer.  This takes the place of the existing 
entrance, however the path through the museum no longer begins by 
entering through the gift shop.  The large roof and double height space 
now extends into the landscape, curved toward the road to address 
visitors on arrival (FIG. 159).  With the exception of the accessible car 
parks, vehicles must now park in the designated car park and walk up the 
colonnade to reach the entrance, while tour buses arrive across the road.  
The concrete parking area in front of the museum has been converted to 
landscaped area.

FIG. 154: Pōwhiri outside the museum entrance to 
welcome new CEO, Lisa Tolich, June 2014

FIG. 155: Existing sports courts in use for community activities,  
Settlers Day, 2017 

FIG. 156: Design iteration 1, floor plan

FIG. 157: Design iteration 2, entrance FIG. 158: Design iteration 3, entrance
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In the first design iteration the entrance followed the straight line of the 
existing layout.  Further development saw this shift to a sweeping curve 
that directs visitors toward the museums centre.  A major feature of the 
design is the solid earth wall that forms the backbone of this curve.  One 
metre wide and ten metres tall, it is a solid presence that characterises 
many of the new additions.

In order to counter the existing building’s outward sprawl, the design is 
unified and consolidated around a central element.  This also provided 
a means of breaking from the current format of the single path through 
consecutively arranged spaces in order to better accommodate the 
proposed journey.  These decisions lead to the conception of the ‘Kauri 
Heart;’ a focal, defining addition that serves as a landmark to both the 
inside layout of the museum and the external environment.

Internally, the Kauri Heart organises the circulation around a core so that 
multiple paths can then branch off.  This also provides an orienting element 
that is visually connected with multiple points throughout the building as 
a means of locating oneself in the museum.  The circulation also brings 
people back to this central space so that they can get a sense for what lies 
ahead, with the exception of the Sawmill and Operational Machinery Wing.  
These areas of the museum are purposefully disconnected so that their 
experience is not intimated beforehand.

The site is elevated above its context and is visible from a distance in all 
directions.  When encountered from the exterior, the Kauri Heart serves 
as a defining, recognisable beacon to Matakohe and the Kauri Museum.   
At eight metres in diameter and rising nearly thirty metres upward, the 
scale is also a physical representation of some of the largest kauri trees 
ever identified. The tower resurrects the kauri as a noticeable feature in 
a landscape that is now devoid of its forests and serves to draw in visitors 
who might otherwise pass by along state highway 12.  Perforations in the 
tower’s weathering steel enclosure are an opportunity for the structure to 
be illuminated at night, while also serving an experiential purpose for the 
interior.
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FIG. 162: Site plan locating different views from surrounding roads

FIG. 163: Views of museum from 
surrounding roads
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The initial concept for the Kauri Heart contained the 22.5m kauri slab 
(from the Volunteers Hall) at it’s centre.  This was the original driver behind 
the vertical tower as a to-scale portrayal of the trees’ huge proportions.  
Humans have a skewed perception of size where horizontal elements 

tend to appear shorter than their identical, vertical 
counterpart.198  Orienting the slab vertically gives people 
a much more accurate representation of its physical size 
as it would be encountered in its natural state.

As the design developed, however, it was determined 
that the slab itself was not needed in this space.  The 
timber should not be glorified as though it equates to 
the living tree, so the centre of the tower is instead 
now occupied only by a kauri ghost.  An immaterial, 
illuminated mesh is used to indicate the size of some 
of the largest trees as a volume that can be occupied 
and interpreted by the human body, instead of the 
flattened silhouette of the slab.  This has been returned 
to its horizontal state but in the new Tāne Mahuta 
Wing, which enables visitors to engage directly with its 
material through touch.

A larger, more accessible storage area along with a 
dedicated archive has replaced what was previously the 
gum room.  As this space is mostly underground there 
will be less variation in temperature and the sensitive 
internal climate can be controlled more efficiently.  
Artefacts can then be rotated out and exhibits properly 
curated instead of having everything in the collection 
on display at once.  Return visits are more likely as the 
museum becomes changeable instead of static.

198 Philippe A. Chouinard, Hayden J. Peel, and Oriane Landry, “Eye-Tracking Re-
veals That the Strength of the Vertical-Horizontal Illusion Increases as the Retinal 
Image Becomes More Stable with Fixation,” Frontiers in Human Neuroscience 11 
(2017): 143, https://doi.org/10.3389/fnhum.2017.00143.

FIG. 164: Kauri Heart concept sketch

FIG. 165: Kauri Heart concept sketch

FIG. 166: Entrance hall from road

FIG. 167: Entrance Hall, light shafts FIG. 168: Entrance Hall, scale

FIG. 169: Kauri Heart. concept model

FIG. 170: Kauri Heart base, imprint examples of circumferences of largest kauri

FIG. 171: Kauri Heart, ground level and bridge from Gum Room

FIG. 172: Kauri Heart concept model
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7.4 GENIUS LOCI

7.4.1 MATERIALS
The research into multisensory design indicated that materials are 
the prime medium for communicating with the body.  For each of the 
precedent buildings researched in detail, the materials play a critical role 
in communicating the overall intention of the building by speaking to the 
occupants in different ways.  The materials have been specifically selected 
for each area of the museum, as outlined in Section 7.5.

Rammed earth utilises the earth from the area and will adopt the orangey/
red colour of the soil that is unique to Northland. The pressed earth is also 
a nod to the local brick pressing industry that used to operate in the area.  
Acknowledgement to the key people and families who have played a role 
in contributing to the museum over the years would be imprinted into the 
earth through the formwork during construction.  

Timber and gum artefacts become an integrated element of the building’s 
makeup, rather than attached superficially to the walls or displayed in 
cabinets. 

7.4.2 WIDER CONTEXT
The museum has been connected to the exterior context via the tower and 
viewing platform.  The weathering steel material was selected so that it can 
be laser engraved with a pattern that connects visitors with the past and 
present.  Looking through the panels reveals an indication of areas that 
were once forested from the platform at the top.  Key locations are also 
identified as visitors climb the stairs and look out through the perforations.  
This area of the museum also allows the museum to communicate more 
information about the broader area in general.

Maori sites of significance would also be identified via the perforated 
steel wall, so that the history of these areas can be referenced and 
communicated while being visually connected with.

7.4.3 SOCIAL CONTEXT
The Matakohe community and the Kauri Museum are interwoven to the 
extent that this social aspect forms the basis for the museum’s genius 
loci.  This drove the design decisions around creating a volunteer and 
community workspace in a public area of the museum.  

Instead of creating a completely new museum building, the move to 
work within the footprint of the majority of the existing museum was 
largely driven by the social significance embedded in many of the existing 
buildings (such as the Volunteers Hall and front buildings that were 
constructed by the community).

Consideration was shown toward the existing uses of the museum for 
community events.  The Volunteers Hall has been adapted to make it more 
functional and accessible, and the ātea to the extends this space into the 
landscape.  The museum is emphasised as a community hub through the 
design.
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7.4.4 HISTORY OF KAURI 
The history of kauri informed the decision to showcase the material 
through its incorporation as a building material.   

The mentality of most New Zealanders toward kauri is largely conditioned 
by its previous decimation.  It is considered sacred and untouchable.   
While this is a desirable mentality for obvious reasons, it also means that 
the only economic value of the trees is through tourism.  Kauri timber 
could, however, be a viable, sustainable alternative to New Zealand’s 

existing exotic plantation forests - as strategised by 
Dr Leonard Cockayne in 1908.  The destruction of 
existing kauri trees is not suggested, rather that new 
kauri could be specifically planted in lieu of pine in 
existing plantation forests.  While this might seem 
counter-intuitive, there are arguably many reasons 
why replacing the current pine timber industry with 
kauri timber could be a fantastic opportunity for the 
country, both socially and economically, as well as 
the living ancient trees.  Namely, that it might result 
in an economic motivation to finding a cure to kauri 
die back disease and saving the existing forests.  

Accordingly, this proposition is embedded in the 
timber screen of the stoa.  As a person moves 
through this circulation space the timber screen 
gradually changes from pine to(repurposed) kauri, 
showcasing the timber’s qualities and indicating 
the possibility of a shift away from exotic timber 
forestry over time.  

The embodiment of the story of kauri was a key 
design driver, and this has been detailed further in 
the following Section 8.

FIG. 180: Timber screen of stoa from 
exterior

FIG. 182: Light quality of stoa interior (ground level)FIG. 181: Timber screen of stoa from 
interior (level 1)

7.4.5 HISTORY OF THE MUSEUM
The development of the museum over time helped to ascertain the 
heritage and social significance of the existing buildings.  This was relied on 
to make decisions regarding whether to keep the existing features of the 
building or not.

Ultimately, based on the conclusions drawn from the research it was 
decided that the current building is a representation of a historic building 
only, and holds little embedded historic or social value.  The building has 
developed over time, with the facade changing drastically over the past 
fifty years.  

The design acknowledges the many iterations, and, in particular, the 
original building.  However, it was decided that the current exterior reflects 
the past intentions of the museum as a pioneering museum.  This design 
intends to retain many aspects of the existing museum, however the 
facade has been reconsidered so as to present a new face of the museum 
to the public, to attract new visitors from a broader demographic and to 
make a decisive shift away from the pioneer-driven theme.

FIG. 184: Original Pioneer Museum building, 
1966 (Auckland Museum Library) 

FIG. 183: Original Matakohe War Memorial Hall, 1967  
(Auckland Museum Library)

FIG. 185: Existing Kauri Museum, 2018

FIG. 186: Design iteration 3, east elevation



7.5.1 ENTRANCE HALL

102 103

Exhibits the prehistoric origins of 
kauri and its integration into Māori 
culture, such as its presence in 
creation mythology and as the main 
material for constructing waka taua 
(war canoes). 

Additional Māori principles relevant 
throughout the museum :

KAITIAKITANGA
Guardianship and protection, that 
people and their environments 
are connected, all living things are 
related

MAURI + MANA OF THE 
FOREST
The life force and spiritual power of 
the forest

TE ARANGA PRINCIPLES 

MANA
Recognition of local iwi and hapū, 
collaborating on design and what is 
to be displayed in hall

MAURI TU
Water runoff reduced through open 
area catchment and channelling 
down interior.  Timber and earth 
locally sourced

MAHI TOI
Seeking creative input from local iwi 
and hapū that will speak to Maori 
narratives in this space - possibly 
carvings, weaving, impressions in 
earth wall

7.5 MEANINGFUL SPACES

FIG. 188: Charred timberFIG. 189: Kauri tree barkFIG. 190: Whale skin FIG. 191: Rammed earth

MEANING / INTENTION 

Māori significance, kauri as Lord of 
the Forest, their enduring presence, 
extremely long history in Aotearoa 
and long-living characteristic, 
commanding of respect. Humans 
dwarfed and insignificant in 
comparison.

Māori legend tells the story of 
Parāoa, a whale who gave his skin 
to his friend Kauri, the original 
tree, as a parting gift when he was 
called back to live in the ocean by 
Tangaroa.199 

199 Stewart, Kauri, 7-8.
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FIG. 187: Atmospheric sketch - Light shafts of the entrance hall 



ENTRANCE HALL (CONT.)
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FLOOR: Rain water channel down centre to 
base of tower - leading downward, directing. 

Sense of expectation and acceleration.

FLOOR: Sloping downward, unstable, unsteady. 
Out of comfort zone, off-balance.  

WALLS: Earth wall - Concave, leading, 
directing.  Solid backbone.  Security. 

Sense of anticipation and expectation 
(unable to see end).  Directing 

downward.

WALLS: Tall, 
vertical, unending.  

Small by 
comparison.

WALLS: Charred timber wall - 
Perforated (light slots and opening 

to view artifacts), light weight, 
‘skin,’ texture, rough, ‘scaly’ 

ROOF: Dark, unclear. Walls 
and ceiling merge without 

corners.  Unsure of what is above, 
undistinguished.  High above.  

Open to sky and elements at center.  
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FLOOR WALLS ROOF
OMINOUS, DAUNTING, 
REVERENCE, INTIMIDATING, 
UNSURE, ‘IN THE PRESENCE 
OF GIANTS’ - SMALL. BEING 
DRAWN IN DEEPER.

FIG. 192: Atmospheric sketch - Entrance Hall

FIG. 193: Atmospheric sketch -  Moving through a forest of giants



FLOOR WALLS ROOF
7.5.2 KAURI HEART | GROUND LEVEL

106

TE ARANGA PRINCIPLES 

MAURI TU
Locally sourced material for 
rammed earth wall and floor

Additional Māori principles :

KAITIAKITANGA
Highlighting the huge volume and 
variety of living creatures that exist 
in the forest, in order to emphasise 
the need for guardianship of the 
living world

Information and artefacts about 
swamp kauri and the living 
environment of the forest floor, 
and a scale example of the largest 
known kauri to have existed.

MEANING / INTENTION 

The life cycle of the kauri 
in a more tangible way. 

Connection with the 
living environment. 
Primitive.  Aspects of the 
forest floor.  Being at the 
tree base.

Communicate the scale 
of the trees - size made 
more tangible through 
volume.

107

ROOF: Sloping down toward 
middle, low, bearing down.  

Weighted and heavy - in 
comparison to uplifting, light at 

center.

FLOOR: Stable, attached, 
connected to the earth beneath 

it rather than elevated.  Soft 
material - earth 

FLOOR: Center compressed to 
indicate scale of largest kauri, 

separating tower form from rest 
of space

WALLS: Rough, textured.  
heavy, solid mass. solidity.  
Enclosure - concave, tilted 

inward
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COMPRESSED. CAVE-
LIKE. ENCLOSURE. 
UNDERGROUND.  CLOSE 
PROXIMITY/CONNECTED TO 
THE EARTH. 

CONTRASTING THE CENTRAL 
CORE WHICH IS THE KAURI 
GHOST - LIGHT, RISING, 
VERTICAL.

FIG. 194: Atmospheric sketch - Kauri Heart, ground level
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FLOOR WALLS ROOF
7.5.3 GUM ROOM

108

Extensive kauri gum display. 
Information and artefacts related 
to gum digging and gum trade in 
Aotearoa from 1840s to mid-1930s. 

MEANING / INTENTION 

Valuable commodity (for 
export historically and 
now).

Evoking similar feelings 
to gold digging, 
excitement and discovery.

Gum now gone just like 
the trees. Abandoned 
fields left pitted with 
holes. Damage to 
trees from practice of 
bleeding.

TE ARANGA PRINCIPLES 
TOHU
Recognition of significant areas and  
Māori history and involvement on 
the gum fields, as well as cultural 
uses of kauri gum.

109

ROOF: Roof initially rising, 
slopes upward following path 

of ramp.  Optimistic, with 
bright light.  Opening up to sky 

(possibility)

ROOF: Second part roof 
slopes down, confinement.  

compression, normality.  End of 
the gum era.

FLOOR: Slope gradually gets 
steeper - becomes harder to 

move through space.

WALLS: Initially with everything on display 
in glass cabinets, lower levels use warm 

gold timber for walls. 

WALLS: Walls narrow in second part, turn 
to stark concrete with cabinets set into 

walls, peering in.  Showcase less valuable 
items / gum diggers / process based 

displays.  

FLOOR: Start: Solid footing,  
easy walk.

FLOOR: End: Hollow, floor is 
separated from ground. More 

challenging inclination.
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VARYING FROM START TO 
FINISH.

FIRST HALF: MUCH GUM ON 
DISPLAY, EXCITEMENT, VALUE, 
GLISTENING, BRIGHT, GOLD, 
BEAUTIFUL.  DISPLAYED ON A 
PEDESTAL.

SECOND HALF : BARREN, 
WASTELAND, DARK/DIM, GREY 
AND COLOURLESS, MUCH LESS 
GUM TO BE SEEN.
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FLOOR WALLS ROOF
7.5.4 KAURI HEART | LEVEL 1

110

MEANING / INTENTION 

The forest as a living 
creature - Speaking to 
the forest, the creatures 
that live there as well as 
kauri / because of kauri.

TE ARANGA PRINCIPLES 

MAURI TU
Locally sourced materials, 
predominantly timber and earth.

Additional Māori principles :

KAITIAKITANGA
Promoting the natural environment 
to encourage its conservation

MAURI + MANA OF THE 
FOREST
The life force and spiritual power of 
the forest

Information and exhibits in relation 
to the living forest, other creatures 
that rely on the shelter of kauri and 
general information about the life 
cycle of the trees.
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ROOF: Open, extending upward. 
Verticality up tower, layered, 

partial roof overhead, rising up 
to top of tower at centre with 

staircase overhead 

FLOOR: Detached. Elevated 
above floor (following tree up 

trunk).  
Can look down over edge to see 

scale imprints in floor

FLOOR: Ramping upward  
around tower

WALLS: Solid, weighted mass, 
sense of enclosure from the 

outside world. 
Cubby holes in earth wall that 

hide items to be found.

WALLS: Perforated, bringing the 
outside in with window facing on 

inside
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ACTIVE, FUN, ALIVE, DAPPLED, 
MOTION, UNKNOWN, 
EXCITEMENT

FIG. 198: Atmospheric sketch - Kauri Heart, level one



FLOOR WALLS ROOF
7.5.5 SMITH WING

112

MEANING / INTENTION 

Thousands of years, 
then gone - trees gone.  
Removal from bush.  
Destructive impact on 
environment, burning 
and erosion.  Flooding 
due to removal.

Loss of homes to 
creatures.  

Social aspect: Bushmen 
- active, innovative, 
energised, endurance, 
hard working.

TE ARANGA PRINCIPLES 

MAHI TOI
Seeking creative input for the 
threshold (carving/artwork) and 
imprinting of the precast concrete 
panels.

Similar content to the existing 
Smith Wing.  This area holds 
information and artefacts related 
to logging and the bushmen who 
made their living felling the huge 
kauri trees.
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ROOF: Charred timber. 
Overlapping, stacked. Exposed 

rafters. Confusing, convoluted

FLOOR: Raw/rough concrete.  
Hard. Heavy, weighted mass. 

Like paved road/exterior surface 
as opposed to interior. 

WALLS: Logging 2: Concrete 
panels obscured views to 

exterior.

WALLS: Logging 1: Impressions 
like windows, but looking out on 

nothing (contain artifacts, photos 
instead).    

WALLS: Gateway on entry, 
signifying entrance into different  

condition of museum (LOSS)
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SENSE OF THRESHOLD AND 
CHANGE ON ENTRY.  FROM 
LIVING TO ‘DEAD’. ABSENCE, 
HUSHED QUIET (LIKE A TREE HAS 
JUST FALLEN).MUTED. (INITIAL 
SPACE)

NOISY AND BUSY IN REST 
OF SPACE.  INTIMIDATING. 
UNFAMILIAR. OPPRESSIVE. COLD, 
HARSH, MAN MADE.
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FIG. 200: Atmospheric sketch - Smith Wing, entrance threshold



FLOOR WALLS ROOF
7.5.6 STOA 

114

MEANING / INTENTION 

Beauty of the forest 
and nature - connection 
with the exterior, being 
outside. Spirituality.  
Sense of place.

TE ARANGA PRINCIPLES 

TAIO
Additional planting of natives is 
undertaken to exterior around stoa, 
in order to enhance this space as 
well as the natural environment.

Circulation to tower stairway (level 
1) and pioneering section (ground 
level).  Upper level also displays the 
museum’s special exhibitions area.
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ROOF: Flat, tall, vertical, light, 
floating above.  Bare minimum 

sheltering.

WALLS: Concave and convex - 
pushing outward toward nature.  

Earth wall - pushing outward.  
Windows outward facing.  

FLOOR: Ramped - Perforated 
metal or glass.  Visually 

connected between floors.
Transparent, floating, light.

WALLS: Slatted timber - 
Letting in light and nature. 

Perforated. Connected with 
natural environment, open to the 

elements.  
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LIGHTNESS, REFLECTION 
AND CONTEMPLATION, FUN, 
POSITIVITY, UPLIFTING. DIRECT 
CONNECTION WITH NATURE

FIG. 201: Atmospheric sketch - Stoa



FLOOR WALLS ROOF
7.5.7 TOWER + STAIRWAY

116

MEANING / INTENTION 

Loss of forests and 
massive change/impact 
on the landscape.  
Level of deforestation. 
Sense of place through 
acknowledgment of key 
sites.  Connection with 
past.

TE ARANGA PRINCIPLES 
MANA
Locate and acknowledge local iwi 
and hapū from viewing platform

MAHI TOI
Iwi and hapū narratives are 
interwoven into gateway at 
entrance and steel engraving

TOHU
Identification of significant sites 
from the viewing tower

Showcases the history of the area 
and changes to the landscape over 
time.  Connects visitors with and 
the wider context and key locations 
of the area.
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ROOF: Interior - Dark with single 
oculus and artificial lights that 

illuminate the kaynemail.

ROOF: Exterior - No roof. 
Boundless at viewing platform, 

open to sky and elements.

FLOOR: Struggle to be 
overcome with a goal at the 

end. Sense of rising through 
the forest.  From dark to light.  

Closed to open.

WALLS: At viewing platform: 
Weathering steel panels 

perforated to indicate forested 
landscape.  Angled to open 

and close to reveal present vs 
past.  Instability, without barrier.  

Exposed and unstable when 
‘open’ vs security and enclosure 

(of forest) when ‘closed.’  

WALLS:  Very tall, vertical, 
concave. Becoming more open 

(more perforations) as rising.  
Like rising through the forest.  
Moving from harsh manmade 
to open, natural environment.  

Enclosure (concave) contrasts 
with resistance (covex) when 

staircase moves outside.
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STRUGGLE TO BE OVERCOME 
- GOAL AT THE END. SENSE OF 
RISING THROUGH THE FOREST.  
FROM DARK TO LIGHT.  CLOSED 
TO OPEN.

FIG. 202: Atmospheric sketch - Stairs up to viewing platform at top of tower



FLOOR WALLS ROOF

118

MEANING / INTENTION 

Connection with living 
environment, contrast / 
preparation for Sawmill.

TE ARANGA PRINCIPLES 

TAIO
Native flora and fauna are 
maintained and protected to 
enhance the native bush area 
adjacent to museum. 

MAURI TU
Environmental health is improved 
through continued maintenance, 
protection and planting of native 
bush.  The natural environment is 
held in a higher regard through its 
elevated role as a ‘space’ of the 
museum.

Showcases the native bush and 
two living kauri on site.  This direct 
connection between visitors and 
the living environment is also used 
to establish a clear contrast before 
entering the Sawmill next.

7.5.8 BUSH WALKWAY
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FLOOR: Perforated, elevated. 
Changing from timber to metal, 

natural to manmade.  

ROOF: Roofless, unrestrained, 
open to sky in some areas or 

shelters by trees in other.

WALLS:  Free of man-made 
walls but trees provide pourous 

enclosure.  Hand-rail material 
changes, initially timber, warm 

and smooth to touch.  Changes 
to metal along with floor 

toward the Sawmill, cold and 
unpleasant. 
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FUN. BRIGHT LIGHT. REFLECTION, 
NATURAL CONNECTION AT 
START.

ENTRANCE TO SAWMILL - 
RED LIGHT. DARK, TUNNEL 
ENCLOSURE
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FLOOR WALLS ROOF

120

TE ARANGA PRINCIPLES 

TAIAO
Ongoing restoration of the natural 
environment is emphasised as a 
priority.

MAURI TU
Information encourages ongoing 
conservation by the public once 
they leave the museum, to enhance 
and protect environmental health

Room is split into two by the kauri 
slab (moved from the Volunteers 
Hall). One side features Tudor 
Collins photography of kauri logging  
from the early 1900s. The other 
side provides information on kauri 
die back disease and conservation.

7.5.9 TĀNE MAHUTA WING

MEANING / INTENTION 

Reminder of the past, 
education of kauri 
die back.  Reminder 
of beauty of natural 
environment.  Last 
takeaway, moment of 
reflection.
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ROOF: Contrast between 
lower internal side, subdued, 

sompression. Movement to other 
side of slab toward exterior the 

roof rises, uplifting, elevated, 
optomistic.  Opening up to  and 

revealing nature.

FLOOR: Connected with ground.  
Earth  (as with ground floor of 

tower, returning to natural state 
as before)

WALLS: Varies.  Timber slab 
divides the room in two - one 

half, enclosed , sombre.  Opens 
out onto nature, transparent 

to bush exterior , fragility and 
lightweight paper screens.
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DIM, BACKLIT, LOWER ROOF 

FRAGILITY, BEAUTY, LIGHT, 
TRANSPARENCY, REFLECTION, 
OPEN TO NATURE

FIG. 204: Atmospheric sketch - Tāne Mahuta Wing
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8 CONCLUSION

This project set out to address the problem of architecture being valued 
for its representation over its physical experience.  The public’s growing 
disenchantment with the architectural industry could be associated with 
architecture’s objectification and removal from its relatable, real-world 
context.  It was hypothesised that a way of overcoming this problem could 
be to emphasise the architecture of reality, by generating an engaging, 
meaningful connection between a public building and its visitors.  As the 
theories around multisensory design and phenomenology prioritise the 
visceral experience of space, these were investigated and relied on to 
generate a methodology for the design and analysis of this project.  

It was imperative that the program be conducive to an experiential 
enclosure.  The move to redesign the Kauri Museum in Matakohe, 
Northland, was driven by the tragic and ongoing story of kauri in New 
Zealand.  Disclosing this narrative resonated with the need for the design 
proposition to connect with people on a fundamental, emotional level.

The merits of a phenomenological approach are evident in many existing 
buildings, however the question of how to specifically design for these 
outcomes is largely still undefined.  Accordingly, the main accomplishment 
of this project is reflected in the development of its methodology that 
enables the sensory and intangible elements of architecture to be 
specifically designed for.  Through this method it is possible to theoretically 
confirm that the building communicates meaning via its qualitative, 
atmospheric conditions, and that a person’s whole body would be engaged 
via a multitude of senses.  

This investigation highlighted the need for architecture to be considered 
based on how it is experienced in reality and that the representation of a 
building (or its concept) is not to be mistaken for the real thing.  The true 
measure of success for any design is the reception it receives from the 
people that occupy and experience its enclosure - something that is only 
possible once the completed project has been realised.  In light of this, it 
is impossible to determine the true success of this proposal when it exists 
only as a conceptual representation.

This project also sought to investigate how architectural ideas, particularly 
those that are intangible or related to an individual’s perception, might be 
effectively communicated.  This reflected the research into how people 
perceive the world and its phenomenon, both tangible and intangible, 
and resulted in a number of different methods of representation being 
explored.  This part of the project remains as an ongoing exploration with 
an indeterminate outcome.  The main conclusion that has been drawn is 
that there is no set format that is appropriate for communicating these 
ideas, only that there must be a happy medium between abstraction and 
realism.  This can be achieved by using a variety of methods in conjunction 
with each other, such as language, descriptive and abstract imagery, sound, 
and models.  As with the architectural aim, the engagement of more than 
the visual sense should be a priority.

Through the research into kauri, it was noted that there is currently a 
resurgence of its destruction in the form of its second-hand material.  
Unfortunately, when many of the old, kauri buildings in Auckland are 
renovated, much of the timber is reduced to kindling and wastage.  
Further research and investigation into how this material could be viably 
repurposed is of ongoing interest. 

The main goal in completing this project was to develop a way of 
consciously generating architecture that could be relatable and meaningful 
to everyone, particularly an audience from outside of the architectural 
profession.  The ongoing aim is to incorporate the methodology into 
everyday design as a conscious practice.  Thus, the consideration for 
how these methods might be translated into all programmatic contexts 
is necessary.  Architecture has the power to transform the mundane 
and the everyday and to improve the quality of living.  The methods and 
knowledge drawn from this research will feed into the process of design for 
all future projects, so that the architectural outcome might become more 
meaningful and engaging to its audience.

FIG. 205: John Menneer, Kauri trees in Puketi Forest, Northland, est. 500-1000 years old
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 From: http://www.aucklandmuseum.com/collections-research/collections/record/am_library-photography-64646?k=matakohe&dept=photography&ordin 
 al=12
101 FIG. 185: Existing Kauri Museum, 2018 
 By author.
101 FIG. 186: Design iteration 3, east elevation 
 By author.
102 FIG. 187: Atmospheric sketch - Light shafts of the entrance hall 
 By author.
103 FIG. 188: Charred timber 
 McCarthy, Deborah. From: http://deborahmccarthystudios.com/products/shou-sugi-ban/.
103 FIG. 189: Kauri tree bark 
 Reynolds, Patrick. From: Keith Stewart, Kauri (Auckland: Penguin, 2008), 8.
103 FIG. 190: Whale skin 
 From: https://listverse.com/2013/11/17/10-animals-with-amazing-super-skin/.
103 FIG. 191: Rammed earth 
 Cecilia. From: http://pirate.greenbuildingtraining.eu/public/?attachment_id=456.
104 FIG. 192: Atmospheric sketch - Entrance Hall 
 By author.
104 FIG. 193: Atmospheric sketch - Moving through a forest of giants 
 By author.
106 FIG. 194: Atmospheric sketch - Kauri Heart, ground level 
 By author.
107 FIG. 195: Atmospheric sketch - Bridging of level one over ground level of Kauri Heart 
 By author.
108 FIG. 196:	 Atmospheric	sketch	-	Gum	Room,	first	half 
 By author.
108 FIG. 197: Atmospheric sketch - Gum Room, second half 
 By author.
110 FIG. 198: Atmospheric sketch - Kauri Heart, level one 
 By author.
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112 FIG. 199: Atmospheric sketch - Smith Wing 
 By author.
113 FIG. 200: Atmospheric sketch - Smith Wing, entrance threshold 
 By author.
114 FIG. 201: Atmospheric sketch - Stoa 
 By author.
116 FIG. 202: Atmospheric sketch - Stairs up to viewing platform at top of tower 
 By author.
118 FIG. 203: Atmospheric sketch - Bush walkway and Sawmill entrance 
 By author.
120 FIG. 204:	 Atmospheric	sketch	-	Tāne	Mahuta	Wing 
 By author.
123 FIG. 205: Kauri trees in Puketi Forest, Northland, est. 500-1000 years old 
 Menneer, John. From: http://johnmenneer.co.nz/2016/11/kauri-tree/. 



F / W / R WHAT IT DOES ARCHITECTURAL DEVICE SKETCH EXAMPLES OF EXPRESSION 

Wall DIRECTING
Relationship between 
the width and height

  ▪ The horizontal wall 
Expresses weight against the 
ground, horizontality gives a 
compressed and compact first 
impression

  ▪ Weight: Privacy, compression 
  ▪ Motion: Closed, encourages to follow along, draws 

attention to corners

  ▪ The vertical wall 
rises, seems to lift itself upwards 
and open up vertically

  ▪ Weight: Lightness
  ▪ Motion: Open, communicative, collects, locates attention 

centrally, represents ‘the standing figure’ - can seem 
confrontational and threatening or conversational

Wall DELIMITING AND 
DIRECTING
Concerned with the 
relation to depth 
(flat, convex, concave, 
undulating)

  ▪ The flat wall 
Neutral, stiff and impassive plane, 
dependent on treatment and 
openings

  ▪ Motion: Closed off, a background to other elements
  ▪ Substance: Unnatural/man-made

  ▪ The convex wall 
The space behind is dominant, 
wall can seem to be restraining, 
expanding or protecting the 
interior space.  Characterised by 
outward expansion but also an 
inward looking concentration

  ▪ Motion: Resisting, distancing, fullness
  ▪ Weight: Strength, solidity

  ▪ The concave wall 
Feeling of one being received, the 
interior space seems to yield to 
forward movement.  

  ▪ Motion: Inclusivity, security, protection, expansiveness 
and openness

  ▪ The undulating wall 
Heavier and lighter parts balance 
each other in a continuous motion 
along the wall.  Reflects both 
interior and exterior space, but 
independent as neither gets the 
upper hand.  Dynamic balance 
between inside and outside.

  ▪ Motion: Balance, fluidity, continuity

APPENDIX 1 : MOTION / WEIGHT / SUBSTANCE REFERENCE LIST1 

1  Source material summarised from:  Thomas Thiis-Evensen, Archetypes in Architecture (Oslo: Norwegian University Press, 1987).148 149
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F / W / R WHAT IT DOES ARCHITECTURAL DEVICE SKETCH EXAMPLES OF EXPRESSION 

Wall DELIMITING AND 
DIRECTING
Windows are an 
expression of the 
interior expansion to 
the outside world, 
primarily to be looked 
through

Doors are determined 
by relation to what’s 
outside, primarily to be 
moved through

  ▪ The hole  
Vertical, horizontal, round, 
square, pointed, arching

  ▪ Motion: Arresting or inviting (vertical), excluding, 
uninviting, encouraging passing by and unconcern 
(horizontal),  open or closed, lifeless (blank, unadorned), 
watchful, sentry-like, ‘peering out’ (round/circular)

  ▪ Substance: Light and shadow, social and the person 
(vertical), nature and the horizon (horizontal)

  ▪ Weight: Lightness, compression, immateriality

  ▪ The profile  
Cut through wall at right-angles 
or slanted profile to narrow or 
widen aperture

  ▪ Motion: Inward or outward, impenetrable, protected, 
  ▪ Substance: Thick or thinness (of wall), darkness or 

lightness
  ▪ Weight: Heaviness, lightness (of wall), protection, 

weakened and planar (right angles) or resisting the 
outside (diagonally cut)

  ▪ The face  
Relationship between window 
face or door and opening, 
positioning in opening and 
coverings, mullions, shutters

  ▪ Motion: Outside pushing in (face at inside of opening), 
balance between outside/inside (face at middle), interior 
space extending outside (face at outermost of opening), 
expansion, spilling outside (face outside the opening)

  ▪ Weight: Heaviness/thickness or lightness/thinness (of 
wall)

  ▪ The frame 
Within the opening, around/
outside the opening and in front 
of the wall, part or full framing

  ▪ Motion: Rising, sinking or neutral (head only, sill only 
or no/full frame), pulsating (combination), outward or 
inward (frame at outside or inside)

  ▪ Weight: Heavy or light (through thickness or thinness of 
frame)

APPENDIX 1 : MOTION / WEIGHT / SUBSTANCE REFERENCE LIST1 

F / W / R WHAT IT DOES ARCHITECTURAL DEVICE SKETCH EXAMPLES OF EXPRESSION 

Wall SUPPORTING 
(VERTICALITY)
Slant of the wall

  ▪ Straight 
Balanced between contrary 
motion, as with the flat wall (a 
neutral, stiff and impassive plane, 
dependent on treatment and 
openings)

  ▪ Motion: Balanced, neutral, background to other elements
  ▪ Weight: Impenetrable

  ▪ Leaning toward 
Seems to be encroaching, tilting 
over toward/on top of occupier

  ▪ Motion: Threatening, boldness, insecurity, excitement
  ▪ Weight: Tension

  ▪ Leaning away 
Non-threatening but still 
precarious, dependent on 
articulation may appear heavy 
and massive or planar

  ▪ Motion: Closed off and excluding (exterior), expansive/
open toward roof or sky (interior)

  ▪ Weight: Instability

Wall SUPPORTING 
AND DELIMITING 
(BUILDING SYSTEM)
Construction, whether 
the structure is 
expressed or not.

  ▪ The massive system 
When wall is built as a solid 
whole, as a compact mass (e.g. 
moulded wall or masonry blocks) 

  ▪ Motion: Inert, immovable, private, closed (thick), open 
(thin)

  ▪ Weight: Impenetrable, heavy, strength
  ▪ Substance: Earthbound, isolation and protection to the 

interior

  ▪ The skeleton and infill systems 
Standalone structure (lintel and 
post), colonnades (skeleton), 
infilled with secondary material 
on the same plane as the 
structure giving balance between 
inside and outside (infill system)

  ▪ Motion: Openness, outward, growth, public
  ▪ Weight: Lightness, dynamic, continuous, malleable, alive
  ▪ Substance: Delicate, intricate

APPENDIX 1 : MOTION / WEIGHT / SUBSTANCE REFERENCE LIST1 
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F / W / R WHAT IT DOES ARCHITECTURAL DEVICE SKETCH EXAMPLES OF EXPRESSION 

Floor DIRECTING 
(HORIZONTAL, 
ACTIVE)
Concerned with the way 
the form of the floor 
emphasizes certain 
[forward] motions, 
connecting one place to 
another.

  ▪ Surface treatment 
Material (pattern)

  ▪ Motion: Leading, accentuates elements

  ▪ Form 
Entire surface (slope, level 
change)

  ▪ Motion: Contrasts, accentuates, leads in direction, gives 
hierarchy

  ▪ Paths 
Elements situated within wider 
background of rest of floor 
(pattern, change in level)

  ▪ Motion: Connects, emphasizes elements, leads in 
particular direction

  ▪ Standalone elements 
Solely designed for forward 
movement: the path, the 
bridge and the stairs

  ▪ Motion:  
Bridge (conquer the goal): Tension, connecting, collects 
and unites routes 
Stair - (goal is either uplifting or humbling): Connects 
above and below, dependent on location of goal (up or 
down): ascension gives importance, elevation, sacred 
quality; descent gives feeling of leaving, humility, 
resignation, grace 
Path - (guided by the goal): Destinational, accentuates 
goal/intention, curiosity, assurance 

APPENDIX 1 : MOTION / WEIGHT / SUBSTANCE REFERENCE LIST1 

F / W / R WHAT IT DOES ARCHITECTURAL DEVICE SKETCH EXAMPLES OF EXPRESSION 

Floor DELIMITING 
(HORIZONTAL, 
STATIONARY)
The way that the floor 
may create a stationary 
situation by keeping us 
either in a centralized 
position or containing 
us within a boundary 
[equal directional].

  ▪ Connected to the walls 
Continuous floor/wall, linked 
through pattern

  ▪ Motion: Self-contained ‘world’, isolating, distanced from 
exterior, at peace, stationary

  ▪ Separating a smaller area 
from a larger  
Levels, materials, framed

  ▪ Motion: Emphasis, hierarchy, enclosure, safety

APPENDIX 1 : MOTION / WEIGHT / SUBSTANCE REFERENCE LIST1 
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F / W / R WHAT IT DOES ARCHITECTURAL DEVICE SKETCH EXAMPLES OF EXPRESSION 

Floor SUPPORTING 
(VERTICAL, 
MATERIALITY)

  ▪ Attached  
One with the ground, “of the 
same massivity,” similar in 
treatment, resting heavily

  ▪ Weight: Immovable, heavy and solid
  ▪ Substance: Connection to nature, firm underfoot

  ▪ Detached 
Divorced from the ground, 
constructed above it

  ▪ Substance: Nature as distanced, abstract phenomenon, 
soft, responsive and alive (e.g. through flex of a timber 
floor)

  ▪ Weight: Lightness, mobile

  ▪ Open  
Motion downward is purely 
optical, using transparency, 
mirroring, reflection or 
layering

  ▪ Weight: Tension, directionless, fluid, floating (lightness)
  ▪ Substance: Exposed, contrast between secure/insecure, 

unreality, indistinct
  ▪ Motion: Downward, falling, detached, enlarging, 

magnetic, precarious, shifting

  ▪ Sunken  
Motion downwards is a 
physical reality

  ▪ Motion: Acceleration, movement is not ‘free,’ pulling, 
confining, penetrating the ground

  ▪ Weight: Objects at the bottom can seem heavy and 
sinking, or rising up, freeing

  ▪ Rising  
“the flexed muscle of the 
earth”

  ▪ Weight: Balancing
  ▪ Substance: Dependent (on the ground), insecure, exposed

APPENDIX 1 : MOTION / WEIGHT / SUBSTANCE REFERENCE LIST1 

F / W / R WHAT IT DOES ARCHITECTURAL DEVICE SKETCH EXAMPLES OF EXPRESSION 

Roof DIRECTING 
DELIMITING (FORM)
Relationship to the sky: 
accepting (downward 
motion from above), 
resisting (direct upward 
from below), balanced 
(flat). Relationship to 
the interior: Directing 
inwards toward a 
centre (closing the 
space) or outward 
along a line (opening 
the space),  both 
simultaneously.

  ▪ Dome (conical, spherical or 
flat)

  ▪ Dome: Centrality, balance, continuity; floating, rising 
(conical); balanced between rising and sinking (spherical); 
weighted down (flat); protected and enclosed (when walls 
are low)

  ▪ Barrel vault   ▪ Barrel vault: Continuity, emphasized horizontal or 
upward motion depending on width/height relationship, 
protection and enclosure (low), in-balance (if straight 
space), conflicting (curved space), leading (narrow)

  ▪ Flat   ▪ Flat: Equal, balanced, horizontal directionality, simplicity, 
precision; raised, hovering (detached from walls); 
compressed, dipped, sinking (when low)

  ▪ Pitched   ▪ Shed (monopitched): Unbalanced, asymmetrical; in 
tension (rising/sinking, open/closed); transitional, 
fragmented

  ▪ Gable   ▪ Gable: Ascending upward; heaven-bound; inside/outside 
connection; balanced; vertical (rising to ridge line), 
horizontal (along ridge), diagonal (along roof surface) 
directionalities; falling, sinking (console/bracketed ceiling); 
protective, safety, security, cosiness, ‘home’

APPENDIX 1 : MOTION / WEIGHT / SUBSTANCE REFERENCE LIST1 
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SPACE WHAT IS BEING REPRESENTED MEANING TE ARANGA PRINCIPLES AURA ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION SENSORY ENGAGEMENT

FLOOR WALLS ROOF

ENTRANCE HALL

LIVING

Importance of kauri to Maori.  
Mythology. History, uses

Maori significance, kauri 
as Lord of the Forest, 
their enduring presence, 
extremely lengthy age in 
Aotearoa and long lived, 
commanding of respect, 
humans dwarfed and 
insignificant by comparison

  ▪ Mana - Recognising the local iwi and hapu 
(seeking input and consultation with local 
people)

  ▪ Mahi toi - Seeking creative input from local 
iwi and hapu, carvings, weaving etc for 
entrance

  ▪ Mauri tu - Water runoff reduced through 
open area catchment and channelling down 
interior.  Timber and earth locally sourced.

  ▪ Other principles :
  ▪ Kaitiakitanga (guardianship and protection, 

that people and their environments are 
connected, all living things are related)

  ▪ Mana and mauri of the forest (the spiritual 
power and life force of the forest)

Ominous, daunting, reverence, 
intimidating, unsure, ‘in the 
presence of giants’ - small. Being 
drawn in deeper

  ▪ Sloping downward, instability, 
unsteady, leading toward 
something, expectation, 
acceleration, out of comfort 
zone, offbalance

  ▪ Rain water channel down centre 
to base of tower - leading, 
downward

  ▪ Hard, solid, dark floor - shiny - 
black stained concrete

  ▪ Tall, vertical.
  ▪ Earth wall - Concave, leading, directing.  

Solid backbone.  Security. Sense of 
anticipation and expectation (unable to 
see end).  Directing downward.

  ▪ Charred timber wall - Perforated (light 
slots and opening to view artifacts). 
Light weight, ‘skin’. Texture, rough, 
‘scaly’

  ▪ Dark, unclear what is 
happening with roof.  
High above. Open to sky.  
Walls and ceiling merge 
without corners.  Unsure 
of what is above, walls 
and roof blur together

  ▪ BRIGHTNESS :  Hard to see where roof ends. Dim lighting in 
contrast with bright light from wall gaps not reaching to the 
roof disappear

  ▪ Strong light through panel gaps.  Like passing through a 
forest of tall trees

  ▪ SOMATIC :  Rough textured walls.  Charred timber (warm) vs 
rammed earth (cool). Temperature variable, determined by 
nature.  Open to the elements at centre, feel rain, sun, wind

  ▪ EQUILIBRIOCEPTION :  Directing downward and inward 
toward centre through curve and inclination

  ▪ SMELL :  Charred timber, earth walls
  ▪ AUDITION :  Large scale and hard surfaces produces loud, 

booming, echoey sound.  At open middle - exterior noise 
(birds, traffic), children from Education Centre. 

  ▪ PROPRIOCEPTION, BRIGHTNESS :  Feel small compared to 
tall 10m high walls, solid mass of 1m thick earth wall, long 
corridor without a clear sight toward end

KAURI HEART / 
TOWER BASE

LIVING

Forest floor / Swamp kauri / scale by 
volume

Communicate the life cycle 
of the kauri in a more 
tangible way.

Connection with the living 
environment. Primitive.  
Aspects of the forest floor.  
Being at the tree base

Communicate the scale of 
the trees - size made more 
tangible through volume

  ▪ Mauri tu - Locally sourced earth for wall and 
floor

  ▪ Kaitiakitanga - Promoting the natural 
environment to encourage its conservation

Compressed. Cave-like. 
Enclosure. Underground.  Close 
proximity/connected to the 
earth

Contrasting the central core 
which is the kauri ghost - light, 
rising, vertical

  ▪ Stable, attached, connected to 
the earth beneath it rather than 
elevated.  Soft material - earth 
floor?

  ▪ Rough, textured.  heavy, solid mass. 
solidity.  Enclosure (concave)

  ▪ Sloping down toward 
middle, low, bearing 
down.  Weighted and 
heavy - in comparison to 
uplifting, light at centre

  ▪ BRIGHTNESS:  Dark, shadow vs illuminated centre
  ▪ SOMATIC:  Rough texture of walls, cool
  ▪ AUDITION:  People above climbing tower, sense of being at 

the bottom, things happening above
  ▪ PROPRIOCEPTION:  Sense of being small in comparison to the 

huge scale of the tree
  ▪ EQUILIBRIOCEPTION:  Central element stepped downward 

toward pool of water at centre, pulling upward toward roof
  ▪ SMELL:  Earthy, possibly damp, water from central pool
  ▪ AGENCY:  Multiple paths able to be taken (most obviously 

toward gum room but also pioneering and conservation)

APPENDIX 2 : MEANINGFUL SPACES TABLE
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SPACE WHAT IS BEING REPRESENTED MEANING TE ARANGA PRINCIPLES AURA ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION SENSORY ENGAGEMENT

FLOOR WALLS ROOF

GUM ROOM

LIVING

Gum artifacts and gum digging Valuable commodity (for 
export and now)

Like gold digging, exciting to 
find

Ran out, now pretty much 
gone just like the trees. 
Abandoned fields left pitted 
with holes. Damage to trees 
from practice of bleeding

  ▪ Tohu - Recognising significant areas and the 
role of Maori on the gumfields

Varying from start to finish.

Start: Ample amount, 
excitement, valuable, glistening, 
bright, gold, beautiful, displayed 
on a pedestal

End : Barren, wasteland, dark/
dim, grey and colourless - in 
contrast with beauty of the gum

  ▪ Slope gradually gets steeper 
- becomes harder to move 
through space

  ▪ Start: Solid footing, easy walk
  ▪ End: Hollow, floor is separated 

from ground. More challenging 
inclination

  ▪ Initially with everything on display in 
glass cabinets, lower levels use warm 
gold timber for walls. Walls narrow 
in second part, turn to stark concrete 
with cabinets set into walls, peering 
in.  Showcase less valuable items / gum 
diggers / process based displays

  ▪ Roof initially high, slopes 
upward following path of 
ramp.  Optimistic, with 
bright light.  Opening up 
to sky (possibility)

  ▪ Second part roof slopes 
down, confinement.  
compression.  End of the 
gum era

  ▪ PROPRIOCEPTION : Feel small compared ot the open space 
filled with gum.  Gradually begin to feel big, compressed

  ▪ BRIGHTNESS/COLOUR : Warm light at start, turning to stark, 
blue light, bare

  ▪ AUDITION : Insulated, secluded, isolated, self-contained 
sound

  ▪ SOMATIC : Warm timber turning to cool concrete
  ▪ TIME : Incrimental changes over time as one moves through 

the space...  Perhaps not noticeable until suddenly feel as 
though in a different area

  ▪ EQUILIBRIOCEPTION : Rising, challenge in movement getting 
harder toward the end

LEVEL 1 - TOWER

LIVING

General info, living forest The forest as a living creature 
- Speaking to the forest, the 
creatures that live there as 
well as kauri / because of 
kauri.

  ▪ Mauri Tu - locally sourced earth and timber
  ▪ Kaitiakitanga - Promoting the natural 

environment to encourage its conservation

Active, fun, alive, dappled, 
motion, unknown, excitement

  ▪ Detached. Elevated above floor 
(following tree up trunk)

  ▪ Can look down over edge to see 
scale imprints in floor

  ▪ Perforated, bringing the outside in/
or inside out? (see window openings, 
important)

  ▪ Solid, weighted mass, sense of enclosure 
from the outside world

  ▪ Cubby holes in earth wall that hide items 
to be found

  ▪ Open, extending 
upward, vertical, layered 
(staircase, partial roof 
higher overhead)

  ▪ AUDITION : Loud, echoey, sound of people moving around 
above, lots going on

  ▪ BRIGHTNESS : Dramatic/dappled light through windows.  
Ability to look out onto bush/landscape

  ▪ COLOUR : Bright colours green, blue outside, contrasting 
darker neutral interior

  ▪ SOMATIC : Cool earth walls.  Moments of warmth if sun is 
coming in. Rough texture adjacent to earth wall

  ▪ TIME : Changing light over the course of the day, as it moves 
through windows, projection of self to spaces that can see/
are yet to come

  ▪ EQUILIBRIOCEPTION : Rising up ramp, movement following 
rising around tree

  ▪ PROPRIOCEPTION : Windows connect through to other space 
at different heights for different people, awareness of other 
people on walkways above

  ▪ FAMILIARITY : Sense of containment, connection to earth as 
familiar substance/material

APPENDIX 2 : MEANINGFUL SPACES TABLE
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SPACE WHAT IS BEING REPRESENTED MEANING TE ARANGA PRINCIPLES AURA ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION SENSORY ENGAGEMENT

FLOOR WALLS ROOF

SMITH WING

LOSS

Logging / Bushmen Thousands of years, then 
gone - trees gone.  

Removal from bush and 
its destructive impact on 
environment, burning and 
erosion, flooding due to 
removal

Loss of homes to creatures

Social aspect positive: 
Bushmen - active, innovative, 
energised, endurance, hard 
working.

  ▪ Mahi toi - Seeking creative input for gate 
threshold carving / artwork, precast concrete 
panels possibly also imprinted

Real sense of threshold and 
change on entry, from living to 
‘dead,’ absence, hushed quiet 
(like a tree has just fallen), 
muted (initial space)

Noisy and busy in rest of 
space, intimidating, unfamiliar, 
oppressive, cold, harsh, man 
made

  ▪ Raw/rough concrete, hard. 
Heavy, weighted mass, like 
paved road/exterior surface as 
opposed to interior

  ▪ Plain, raw/rough concrete
  ▪ Logging 1: Impressions like windows, 

but looking out on nothing (contain 
artifacts, photos instead)

  ▪ Logging 2: Concrete panels obscured 
views to exterior

  ▪ Charred timber, 
overlapping, 
stacked,exposed rafters, 
confusing, convoluted

  ▪ AUDITION :  Hushed, silence at entrance.  Loud, abrasive, 
echoey in logging rooms

  ▪ SMELL :  Raw metal of exhibits, oil/grease
  ▪ SOMATIC : Cold, hard.  Man-made. Rough
  ▪ PROPRIOCEPTION :  Body compared to concete slabs - having 

to squeeze between, ramp to upper floor.  Improved outlook
  ▪ BRIGHTNESS :  Harsh light, bright, white space in threshold/

intermediary space, darker in logging 1, naturally lit in upper 
logging space but shadowed by panels 

  ▪ COLOUR : Bright gold, white then drab grey.

STOA 
(CIRCULATION 
SPACE, TO 
TOWER/
PIONEERING)

LIVING

Special exhibitions / circulation Beauty of the forest and 
nature - connection with 
the exterior, being outside, 
spirituality, sense of place

  ▪ Taiao - Additional planting of natives to 
exterior to enhance this space

Lightness, reflection and 
contemplation, fun, positivity, 
uplifting, direct connection with 
nature

  ▪ Ramped - Perforated metal 
or glass, visually connected 
between floors

  ▪ Transparent, floating, light

  ▪ Concave and convex - pushing outward 
toward nature.  

  ▪ Earth wall - pushing outward.  Windows 
outward facing.  

  ▪ Slatted timber - Letting in light and 
nature. Perforated. Connected with 
natural environment, open to the 
elements. 

  ▪ Flat, tall, vertical, light, 
floating above.  Bare 
minimum sheltering.

  ▪ SMELL: Bush, outdoors
  ▪ BRIGHTNESS : Dappled light, through trees and timber 

slats.  Visually connected with level below/above through 
perforated floor

  ▪ AUDITION : Outside, birds, people moving above/below

APPENDIX 2 : MEANINGFUL SPACES TABLE
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SPACE WHAT IS BEING REPRESENTED MEANING TE ARANGA PRINCIPLES AURA ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION SENSORY ENGAGEMENT

FLOOR WALLS ROOF

TOWER AND 
VIEWING 
PLATFORM

LOSS AND LIVING

History of area, Maori significance 
(area)

Scale of loss of forests due 
to massive deforestation, 
sense of place, connection 
with past, key locations in 
the area

  ▪ Mana - recognise local iwi and hapū
  ▪ Mahi toi - Iwi/hapū narratives interwoven 

into gateway at entrance and corten 
engraving

  ▪ Tohu - Identifying significant sites from the 
viewing tower

Struggle to be overcome - worth 
it in the end? Sense of rising 
through the forest, from dark to 
light, closed to open

  ▪ Elevated, floating, disconnected 
from ground, rising, seemingly 
without end as curving.  

  ▪ Solid base at viewing platform 
except for ‘hole’ reflecting the 
sky (oculus), the missing element 
where the tree should be....

  ▪ Weathering steel, very tall, vertical, 
concave (convex at very top), becoming 
more open (more perforations) as rising,  
like rising through the forest, moving 
from harsh manmade to open, natural 
environment, enclosure - contrasts with 
absence when staircase moves outside

  ▪ At viewing platform : weathering steel 
panels perforated to indicate forested 
landscape, angled to open and close 
to reveal present vs past, instability, 
without barrier, exposed and unstable 
when ‘open’ vs security and enclosure 
(of forest) when ‘closed’ 

  ▪ Dark with single oculus 
and artificial lights that 
illuminate the kaynemail

  ▪ Boundless at viewing 
platform, open to sky and 
elements

  ▪ PROPRIOCEPTION : Feeling small in large space, reflective 
surface at ocular

  ▪ SOMATIC: Cold, fresh, sun / rain / wind - exposed to the 
elements, at the mercy of the weather.  Warmth and 
softness of timber handrail

  ▪ AUDITION: Noisy, alive, active, people, social space, people 
climbing the stairs, bird song from bush, traffic from highway

  ▪ INTERNAL SENSES : Thirst at top
  ▪ TIME : Passage if time - going up vs down, sense of time of 

day from viewing tower / time passing between arrival and 
tower

  ▪ BRIGHTNESS : Views connecting to area/place, dim at base 
of tower, growing lighter/more dappled as one rises through 
the forest

  ▪ EQUILIBRIOCEPTION : Off balance, rising or descending via 
stairs

BUSH WALKWAY 
/ ENTRANCE TO 
SAWMILL

LIVING AND LOSS

Native bush and living kauri in natural 
state, alive.

Connection with living 
environment, contrast / 
preparation for Sawmill

  ▪ Taio - Native flora and fauna are maintained 
and protected

  ▪ Mauri tu - Environmental health is improved 
through continued maintenance, protection 
and planting of native bush, the natural 
environment is held in a higher regard 
through its elevated role as a ‘space’ of the 
museum

Fun, bright light, reflection, 
natural connection

At entrance to sawmill - red 
light, dark, tunnel enclosure

  ▪ Perforated, elevated, changing 
from timber to metal, natural to 
manmade

  ▪ Free of man-made walls but trees 
provide porous enclosure

  ▪ Roofless, unrestrained, 
open to sky in some 
areas or shelters by trees 
in other

  ▪ AUDITION :  Native bush, bird song, people below in 
reflection space

  ▪ SOMATIC : Warmth and softeness of timber, cold and hard 
where metal, areas to sit

GROUND LEVEL

KAITIAKITANGA

Split in two by slab : Tudor Collin 
photography and Conservation / cafe

Reminder of past, education 
of kauri die back.  Reminder 
of beauty of natural 
environment

Last takeaway, moment of 
reflection

  ▪ Taiao - Ongoing restoration of the 
environment is emphasised

Dim, backlit, lower roof

Fragility, beauty, light, 
transparency, reflection, open 
roof, open to nature
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12 DESIGN PROPOSAL

EXAMINATION PRESENTATION

FINAL PROJECT AS PRESENTED ON EXAMINATION DAYEXAMINATION DAY
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MODELS: 1:100 PARTIAL 
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MODEL AS PRESENTED ON EXAMINATION DAY
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MODELS: 1:100 PARTIAL 
SECTIONAL MODEL VI
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MODELS: 1:200 
CIRCULATION DIAGRAM

1:200  CIRCULATION DIAGRAM SHOWING SPATIAL SEQUENCE

PROGRESSION BETWEEN LIVING / LOSS / RESOURCE / KAITIAKITANGA 
AREAS ILLUSTRATED USING COLOUR
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MODELS: ATMOSPHERIC 
BOXES

MODELS AND PUBLISHED EXPLANATORY DOCUMENT ON  
EXAMINATION DAY KAURI HEART 1:50  

ATMOSPHERIC MODEL
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OR
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MODELS: ATMOSPHERIC 
BOXES

LIVING / LOSS GATEWAY 1:25  
ATMOSPHERIC MODEL

SMITH WING 1:50  
ATMOSPHERIC MODEL
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MODELS: ATMOSPHERIC 
BOXES

TĀNE MAHUTA WING 1:50  
ATMOSPHERIC MODEL

SAWMILL ENTRANCE 1:50  
ATMOSPHERIC MODEL
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ATMOSPHERIC PAINTINGS 
ACRYLIC,	PASTEL	&	COLLAGE,	DIGITALLY	EDITED

ENTRANCE HALL KAURI HEART | GROUND LEVEL KAURI HEART | LEVEL 1 LIVING / LOSS THRESHOLD

UP
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 R
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STOA TOWER STAIRS SMITH WING TĀNE MAHUTA WINGBUSH WALKWAY / SAWMILL ENTRANCE 

ATMOSPHERIC PAINTINGS 
ACRYLIC,	PASTEL	&	COLLAGE,	DIGITALLY	EDITED
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DRAWINGS: ELEVATIONS & 
FLOOR PLAN
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EXISTING NORTHERN ELEVATION BELOW
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13 STUDENT DESIGN AWARDS

NZIA RESENE STUDENT DESIGN 
AWARDS - FINALIST 2018

AWARDS PRESENTATION PHOTOS ON THIS PAGE COURTESY OF 
DAVID ST GEORGE (EVENT PHOTOGRAPHER)

VENUE (ST MATTHEWS IN THE CITY, AUCKLAND)
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ENTRANCE HALL KAURI HEART | GROUND LEVEL LOWER GUM ROOM UPPER GUM ROOM

DRAWINGS: 1:200 SECTIONS & 
CONTEXTUAL IMAGES
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KAURI HEART | LEVEL 1 LIVING / LOSS THRESHOLD SMITH WING TOWER STAIRS

DRAWINGS: 1:200 SECTIONS & 
CONTEXTUAL IMAGES
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 NZ TIMBER PANELS

 KAURI 
 GUM

 METAL

TIMBER 

 NZ TIMBER PANELS

 KAURI 
 GUM

 METAL

DRAWINGS: 1:200 SECTIONS & 
CONTEXTUAL IMAGES

TĀNE MAHUTA WING KAURI SLAB IN TĀNE MAHUTA WINGSAWMILL THRESHOLDBUSH WALKWAYSTOA
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1:200 PARTIAL SECTIONAL MODEL 

MODEL AS PRESENTED AT AWARDS (DAVID ST GEORGE) MODEL AS UPDATED FOR STUDENT DESIGN AWARDS
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1:200 PARTIAL SECTIONAL MODEL 

ENTRANCESWAMP KAURI SLAB (BASE) DONATED BY 
WEKA WOOD, KINGSEAT, AUCKLAND

TOWER BASE LOOKING TOWARD 
ENTRANCE

SECTION THROUGH SMITH WING (LEVEL 1), 
 TĀNE MAHUTA WING (GROUND LEVEL) AND 

UPPER & LOWER GUM ROOMS

ENTRANCE HALL DETAIL
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DRAWINGS: CONTEXTUAL IMAGES 
& FLOOR PLAN
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ARCHITECTURE OF PERCEPTION
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